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Park Hall Academy
The year begins on a fantastic note with our best ever
GCSE and A Levels results.
This is well deserved as Year 11 worked tirelessly
HSVUNZPKLV\YZ[HɈ[VLUZ\YL[OL`JV\SKM\SÄS[OLPYWV[LU[PHS
and move to the next stage of their life with the highest
L_HTPUH[PVUYLZ\S[ZWVZZPISL¶ZLJ\YPUN[OLPYM\[\YL
During the year, we have been involved in a wide
range of exciting activities. Students took part in the
World Challenge Expedition to Nepal completing a trek
through the Himalaya’s and working at Shree Bhim Dev
Primary School on the outskirts of Kathmandu, Skiing
in Kaprun, Austria, the Dream Bigger Mathematics
and Technology students attended the Challenge the
Impossible Conference at Wembley Arena, took part in
the Big Class Challenge and visited the Manufacturing
and Technology Training College, our year 9 Aim
Higher students took part in mentoring programmes
with sessions taking place at Aston and Birmingham
University, numerous Geography Field Trips took
place to support GCSE and A Level courses, eleven
more students have joined Castle Bromwich Youth
Parish Council and our Performing Arts students have
been extremely busy with the Park Hall Academy
choir taking centre stage at Royal Albert Hall and the
amazing Bugsy production.

Memorising for tests is an essential skill they need
[VSLHYUMYVT@LHY¶HUKTVZ[Z[\KLU[Z^PSSULLK
WHYLU[Z\WWVY[¶LUJV\YHNLTLU[VYWVSPJPUNHUK
[LZ[PUNYLN\SHYS`7SLHZLZ\WWVY[`V\YJOPSK»Z
M\[\YLI`LUZ\YPUN[OL`YL]PZLOHYKHUKJVTWSL[L
homework. Without the skills to revise and the
YLN\SHYWYHJ[PJLPUL_HTPUH[PVUJVUKP[PVUZ`V\Y
JOPSK»ZM\[\YL^PSSILWV[LU[PHSS`KHTHNLK;OL
JVTWL[P[PVUMVYQVIZPZPU[LUZP]LHUK^L^HU[`V\Y
JOPSK[V^HSRPU[VHU`QVIJV\YZL^P[OJVUÄKLUJL
HUK[OH[Z[LTZMYVTOH]PUNNVVKX\HSPÄJH[PVUZ
¶WSLHZLKVUV[L]LY[OPUR[OH[WYLWHYH[PVUMVY
.*:,ZZ[HY[ZPU@LHY¶P[Z[HY[ZMYVT[OL
ZLJVUK[OL`^HSRPUH[@LHY,]LY`[LZ[¶L]LY`
WPLJLVMJSHZZ^VYRHUKOVTL^VYRPZHI\PSKPUN
ISVJRMVY[OLPYM\[\YLQVI,HJO`LHY[OL`THRL
TVYLWYVNYLZZ[OLJOHUJL[OL`OH]L[VLHYUH
better income and to have a better life increases
dramatically.

We write to you with the same essential message
we wrote to you last year, the essential message
is, it is crucial we work together to maximise your
JOPSK»ZWYVNYLZZ;OLOHYZO[Y\[OPZ[OH[VI[HPUPUN
NVVKX\HSPÄJH[PVUZPZILJVTPUNPUJYLHZPUNS`
OHYKLY¶HZL_HTPUH[PVUZHYLILJVTPUNL]LUTVYL
YPNVYV\Z¶[OPZPZJVTIPULK^P[O[OL.V]LYUTLU[
WOHZPUNV\[JV\YZL^VYR

Mr Roper will write to you with an update on our
rewards programme and we hope you will take a keen
interest in your child’s progress and rewards.

0ULZZLUJL^LULLK[VWYLWHYLV\YJOPSKYLUMVYH
new tough examination culture. They will be tested
on information at the end of a two-year course.
There is no longer a way we can record evidence of
Z[\KLU[Z^VYRVYNP]L[OLT[OLVWWVY[\UP[`[VLHYU
marks before entering the exam.
To ensure your child has the best chance in this
increasingly tough world, it is essential we work
together. Lots of Headteachers’ write this in many
KVJ\TLU[Z¶[VKH`¶P[OHZUL]LYILLUZV[Y\L>L
JHUWYLWHYL[OLJOPSKYLU^P[OJVU[LU[MHJ[ZHUK
ZRPSSZI\[V\YJOPSKYLUULLK[VWYHJ[PJL[OLZLZRPSSZ
HUKYL]PZLH[OVTLMVY[LZ[ZL_HTZ:JOVVSZPTWS`
KVLZUV[OH]LLUV\NOOV\YZPU[OLKH`[VOLSWV\Y
students memorise everything.
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We are looking forward to an excellent year – with
superb attitude, learning behaviour and uniform.
Thank you for your on-going support, it is, has been
and continues to be essential in making Park Hall a
centre for progress and excellence.
Mr D K Burgess Executive Headteacher
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Football

7\WPSZH[7HYR/HSS(JHKLT`LUQV`LKHUHZZLTIS`^P[OHZWLJPHS
[^PZ[VU4VUKH`[O+LJLTILYHZ[OL`OLSWLKWSH`HZ[HYYPUNYVSL
PU[OL[OPYKYV\UKVM[OL::,>VTLU»Z-(*\W
The school hosted the televised draw with Birmingham City
3HKPLZZ[HYZ,SSLU>OP[LHUK/H`SL`3HKKVUOHUK[VOLSW
Two students got the unique honour of drawing the balls
from the iconic red velvet bag, with the fate of 24 teams
KLJPKLKHOLHKVM[OLUL_[YV\UKVMÄ_[\YLZVU1HU\HY`
>OP[LHUK3HKKHSZV[VVRX\LZ[PVUZMYVTHWHJRLKZ[\KLU[
H\KPLUJLWVZLKMVYWOV[VNYHWOZHUKJVHJOLKH[YHPUPUN
session with Year 7 and 8 girls football teams, with other
S\JR`Z[\KLU[ZHSZV[HRPUNWHY[
Football-mad Year 12 students Felicity Barnes and Millie
/HSSIV[OVM^OVTJVHJOQ\UPVYNPYSZ»[LHTZH[7HYR
Hall, were chosen to draw the numbered balls and they
HJRUV^SLKNLKWSH`PUNHWHY[PU[OLKYH^^HZHUL_WLYPLUJL
which would stay with them forever.
Shard End’s Millie, 16, said: “It was a really exciting
VWWVY[\UP[`HUK^L»]LYLHSS`LUQV`LKP[0[^HZX\P[LULY]L
YHJRPUN[OLYL^HZHIP[VMWYLZZ\YLI\[0SV]LKP[
¸0[»ZYLHSS`PUZWPYPUN[VOH]LTL[[^VSHKPLZ^OVWSH`
WYVMLZZPVUHSS`[OH[^LJHUSVVR\W[V;OL^OVSLL_WLYPLUJL
was such a highlight, it’s something I’ll never forget and
something I can always look back on.
¸0SVVR\W[V/H`SL`HUK,SSLUHSV[ILJH\ZL^VTLU»Z
football is quite hard to get into and challenging to be at the
[VWHZHWYVMLZZPVUHSP[»ZYLHSS`PUZWPYPUN[VOH]LTL[WLVWSL
who have done that.”
>P[O[OLOLSWVM[OLLK\JH[PVUJOHYP[`;LHJO-PYZ[Z[HɈ
at Park Hall worked with the FA to stage the draw in the
ZJOVVS»ZHZZLTIS`OHSSILMVYL>OP[LHUK3HKKWP[[LK[OLPY
wits against some of the school’s talented young female
WSH`LYZ
“We’re still buzzing,” said Associate Headteacher Dr Close.
“It’s an absolute honour and wonderful to see the students’
excitement on their faces. There was such an outburst
VMLU[O\ZPHZT>L»YLTHZZP]LMVV[IHSSMHUZPU[OPZWHY[VM
)PYTPUNOHTHUKZWVY[PZO\NLOLYLH[7HYR/HSS(JHKLT`
It’s nice to have been able to work with Teach First in order
to bring the draw here too. The day’s been brilliant, what an
HTHaPUNVWWVY[\UP[`,]LUPMQ\Z[HOHUKM\SVMZ[\KLU[ZWPJR
\WHIHSSHUKZ[HY[RPJRPUNP[HIV\[PM[OL`OH]LU»[ILMVYL
[OLU[OH[^PSSILHO\NLSLHWMVY^HYK¹

Mrs Churchill Head of Physical Education
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Grades
When the GCSE grading system had an overhaul in 2017, it
changed grades from letters to numbers. Here’s what it all
TLHUZMVY[OLOHYK^VYRPUNW\WPSZVM7HYR/HSS(JHKLT`^OV
are waiting for their results this summer...
GCSE grades A* to G in England have been replaced by a new
grade scale numbered from 9 to 1, with 9 being the highest
grade.
English Language, English Literature and Mathematics were the
ÄYZ[X\HSPÄJH[PVUZPU[VNL[[OLUL^NYHKPUNZ`Z[LT;OL`
^LYLÄYZ[[H\NO[MYVT:LW[LTILYHUK^LYLHZZLZZLK^P[O
[OLÄYZ[JVOVY[SHZ[`LHY;OLJ\YYLU[@LHYZ[\KLU[Z4VZ[
of the other GCSE subjects will have the 9 to 1 grading applied
this summer, with most others, such as GCSE Media and DT
for example, following in 2019. During this period of transition,
students will receive a mixture of letter and number grades.
(JJVYKPUN[V;OL6ɉJLVM8\HSPÄJH[PVUZHUK,_HTPUH[PVUZ
9LN\SH[PVU6MX\HS[OLNV]LYUTLU[KLWHY[TLU[[OH[YLN\SH[LZ
X\HSPÄJH[PVUZHUKL_HTZ[OLUL^NYHKLZ^LYLIYV\NO[
in to signal that GCSEs have been reformed and to better
KPɈLYLU[PH[LIL[^LLUZ[\KLU[ZVMKPɈLYLU[HIPSP[PLZ>LOH]L
certainly found that they are more challenging and rightly
expect higher standards of all our students. Despite this, we
were delighted by the way our students stepped up to the new
YPNV\YHUKSL]LSVMJOHSSLUNL;OPZ^HZL_LTWSPÄLKI`V\YILZ[
YLZ\S[ZPU
6MX\HSZH`Z[OH[UL^.*:,JVU[LU[^PSSILTVYLJOHSSLUNPUN
with fewer grade 9s expected to be awarded than A*s.
These new GCSEs are ‘linear’, which means they are exam
focused and that all those exams come at the end of the
JV\YZL;OPZKPɈLYZMYVT[OLWYL]PV\ZºTVK\SHY»JV\YZLZ^OPJO
assessed using both exams and course work. Similarly, BTEC
X\HSPÄJH[PVUZOH]LHSZVILLUZ[YLUN[OLULKI`[OLHKKP[PVUVM
external exams that pupils must pass in order to complete the
X\HSPÄJH[PVU

)V[O[OLZ[HɈHUKZ[\KLU[Z
have worked tirelessly to ensure
that the results this summer
HYL[OLILZ[WVZZPISLHUK^L
HYLJVUÄKLU[[OLOHYK^VYR
[OLW\WPSZOH]LHWWSPLKV]LY
their time at Park Hall will be
rewarded when the results are
W\ISPZOLKPU(\N\Z[
Dr Close Associate Headteacher
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Head Team
Announcing our new Head Boy, Head Girl,
:LUPVY;LHTHUK3LHKLYZOPW;LHT

Congratulations to the new Senior Student Team and Student
3LHKLYZOPW;LHTHUKPUWHY[PJ\SHY[VV\YUL^/LHK.PYS
Nancy Chance Osman and Head Boy, Max Pymn.
+LW\[`/LHK.PYSZHYL:HTPH5LSZVU.SLU:VWOPL+HPU[`HUK
1H`KH)YV^UHUK+LW\[`/LHK)V`ZHYL5H[OHU7HYRPUZVU
Connor Webb and Marshal Birch.
;OL:[\KLU[3LHKLYZOPW;LHTHYL
Rebecca Cotton (Head of the
3LHKLYZOPW;LHT8\HUUH
Ashwood, Claire Boaler, Harriet
Herbert, Courtney Hayden, Tom
)YHZZPUN[VU1HTLZ(_MVYKHUK
Luke Lawrence.
All students were
UVTPUH[LKI`Z[HɈ
and fellow Year
10 students in a
morning election
WYVJLZZ6UJL
nominated
all of the
students were
interviewed by
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The Head teacher Mr Burgess, Head of Year 10 Miss Traynor
HUK2L`:[HNL7YVNYLZZ3LHKLY4Y:\SSP]HU4Y9VWLYHUK
myself.
;OLZ[HUKHYKVMYLZWVUZLZK\YPUN[OLPU[LY]PL^Z^LYL
L_JLW[PVUHS
We look forward to their contributions over
the academic year, which has already
begun with crucial involvement in the
new Year 7 induction evenings and
induction days.
Mr Gregory Deputy Headteacher

0[PZHYLHSWYP]PSLNL[VOH]LILLUZLSLJ[LKI`T`WLLYZHUK
Z[HɈ[V[HRLVU[OLYVSLVM/LHK)V`H[7HYR/HSS(JHKLT`0
PU[LUK[V[HRL[OLYVSL]LY`ZLYPV\ZS`HZ0OVWL[VILHISL[V
THRLHKPɈLYLUJL[V[OLSP]LZVM`V\UNWLVWSLH[7HYR/HSS
7HYR/HSSPZHUL_JLSSLU[WSHJLVMSLHYUPUNHUK^VYRPUN^P[O
Z[HɈ[VZ\WWVY[`V\UNWLVWSLPZHUHIZVS\[LOVUV\Y

0SVVRMVY^HYK[VTLL[PUN`V\H[6WLU,]LUPUNHUKV\Y
Celebration Evening later this year. Please come and introduce
yourself to me as I look forward to working with the wider
JVTT\UP[`Z[HɈNV]LYUVYZHUKZ[\KLU[Z;OHUR`V\
Max Pymn Head Boy

My name is Nancy Chance-Osman and I am the 2018-2019
Head Girl of Park Hall Academy. This is an amazing honour
HUK0PU[LUK[VTHRL[OLTVZ[VM[OPZMHU[HZ[PJVWWVY[\UP[`
This chance to serve my school as Head Girl enables me to
YLWYLZLU[T`WLLYZHUKTHRLHKPɈLYLUJLPU[OLJVTT\UP[`
0MLLS[OH[0^PSS^VYR^LSS^P[OIV[O[OL:LUPVY3LHKLYZOPW
;LHTHUK[OL3LHKLYZOPW;LHT[VKYP]LMVY^HYKUL^WYVQLJ[Z
that we feel strongly about. I am a very hardworking student
HUKSV]L[V[HRLWHY[PUL_[YHJ\YYPJ\SHYHJ[P]P[PLZLZWLJPHSS`
Performing Arts. Since the start of my time at Park Hall,
I have been a keen learner and can’t wait to carry on my

Z[\KPLZM\Y[OLY0HT]LY`WHZZPVUH[LHIV\[,UNSPZO3P[LYH[\YL
History and Performing Arts and I would like to carry these
Z\IQLJ[ZVUPU[VM\Y[OLYLK\JH[PVU0HSZVSV]LYLHKPUNHUK
0SV]L[VKPZJ\ZZT`MH]V\YP[LIVVRZ^P[OT`WLLYZ0OH]L
[OVYV\NOS`LUQV`LKT`[PTLH[7HYR/HSSZVMHYHUK0HT]LY`
L_JP[LK[VOLSW[OLUL^`LHYZMLLSH[LHZLHZ[OL`THRL
[OLL_JP[PUN[YHUZP[PVUPU[VZLJVUKHY`ZJOVVS0OVWL[VILH
good role model for younger students and I can’t wait to see
what this new role will bring over the next year.
Nancy Chance-Osman Head Girl

PA R K L I F E / 0 6

LeadershipTeam
Hello, my name is Jayda Brown and I am Deputy Head Girl at
7HYR/HSS(JHKLT`0HTH]LY`I\IIS`JVUÄKLU[WLYZVU^OV
is always smiling and very approachable .I know that taking this
role is an amazing opportunity and aim to do the role justice. I
will learn how to manage school work as well as outside activities
and taking part in projects for the leadership team. Also, I love
helping people out, so anyone can come and talk to me and I will
^LSJVTL[OLPYX\LZ[PVUZHK]PJLHUKLUJV\YHNLTLU[0HT]LY`
hard working and thoroughly enjoy learning.
0U[OLM\[\YL0WSHU[VILHX\HSPÄLKWYPTHY`ZJOVVS[LHJOLY
Becoming Deputy Head Girl and choosing Child Development

as well as Sociology are a positive step towards getting my
dream job. I plan to stay at Park Hall for sixth form because it
will help me to pursue my desired career. Child Development is
my favourite subject, because we have many practical’s and the
teacher /students in there are lovely people to work with so we
have fun as well as work well.
Outside of school I am part of a Rugby team which is really good
ILJH\ZLP[OLSWZTLZ[H`Ä[HUKP[[LHJOLZTLTHU`X\HSP[PLZMVY
one of the Deputy Head Girls such as; determination, teamwork
and positivity.
1H`KH)YV^UDeputy Head Girl

My name is Connor Webb and I am the Deputy Head Boy for
this current year. I have interests in sports like football mainly
and think I have the right motivation to take projects forward this
year. This means that we will take on ideas as a team for all the

years throughout the school so that they feel like their ideas are
listened to.
Connor Webb Deputy Head Boy

My name is Nathan Parkinson and I’m one of the Deputy
Head Boys of Park Hall Academy. It is amazing to be part of
such a talented group of people who are going to contribute
to the school in such a positive way. I like to lead by example,
balancing extra-curricular activities with school studies – I am a
dancer yet I still try to devote my time to achieve the best I can

with my grades. Being Deputy Head Boy isn’t just something to
put on my CV, it’s something to push myself to work harder and
be a role model to the younger pupils. I’m so excited to see what
the year brings and to see the changes we can make.
Nathan Parkinson Deputy Head Boy

My name is Sophie Dainty and I am Deputy Head Girl on the
Senior pupil team at Park Hall. I am really looking forward to
contributing my ideas during meetings to hopefully help both;
the students and school reach their full potential. My favourite
subjects are Dance and Photography; this is mainly as they are
my future career aspirations, but also because they are hobbies
and passions that I have pursued from a young age outside of an
educational environment. Other hobbies of mine involve Netball,
which I participate in through an after-school club. Over the past
four years I have enjoyed my time at Park Hall and am grateful
that I chose here for my secondary school. I have always seen

myself as a hardworking student that aims to put 100% into any
[HZR0HTNP]LUHUK0OVWL[VJVU[PU\L[VM\SÄS[OPZHZ0^VYRHZ
part of the senior team over the next year. During my time in this
position I hope to help new students feel at ease when they make
the big leap to secondary school, as from personal experience
the change can be a little daunting. I would also like to personally
say what a privilege it is to have been chosen as Deputy Head
.PYSHUK0HT[OHURM\S[VT`WLLYZHUK[OLZ[HɈ[OH[UVTPUH[LK
me for this position. I can’t wait to see what the new senior
Z[\KLU[[LHTJHUHJOPL]LV]LY[OLUL_[ZJOVVS`LHY
:VWOPL+HPU[`Deputy Head Girl

My name is Samia Nelson-Glenn, and I am one of the new
Deputy Head girls. I would like to thank those who nominated
me for this amazing opportunity. I am a very determined and
hardworking student and try my hardest in every subject. In
school I enjoy studying history, English and child development.
I would say with these subjects in particular I am very capable

of being able to achieve good results by the end of year 11. I
believe in putting 100% into everything to reach my full potential.
I also have a number of hobbies outside of school such as music
and dance, I am also a song writer and singer. I am proud to be
a member of the leadership team. Park Hall a great place to be.
Samia Nelson-Glenn Deputy Head Girl

My name is Marshall Birch and I am proud to be part of the senior
leadership team for Park Hall Academy as Deputy Head Boy.
For me, Park Hall Academy is already a great school. However
there is always room for improvement and this is where I see my
contribution as part of the senior leadership team. Being part of
the team means that I can help students get their thoughts and
opinions across. I think this is important as the student voice needs
to be heard for the school to be at its best. At school my favourite

subjects are GCSE PE, Maths and English. In my spare time, I
enjoy free-running and most outdoor sports. My hope for the future
is to join the Royal Marine Commandos therefore I have taken up
running and train regularly to reach my goal. I enjoy the challenge
of pushing myself to continually make progress and I feel like this
is how all students should feel towards their progress at Park Hall
Academy and if I can help them with that in any way, then I will.
Marshall Birch Senior Leadership Team

I am delighted to be part of Park Hall Academy’s Leadership Team
HUK^V\SKSPRL[V[OHUR[OLZ[\KLU[ZHUKZ[HɈ^OVYLJVTTLUKLK
me for this role. For me being a member of the Leadership Team
is about our school experience and mainly about the people
who make up this community – the students, parents and
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Z[HɈ)\[TVZ[S`P[OHZNP]PUN\ZHZH[LHT[OLJOHUJL[VNP]L
something back, to a school that has given us all so much. Park
Hall Academy is a great school and I have the chance to make a
positive contribution and I am determined to do so.
Tom Brassington Leadership Team

My name is Rebecca and I am part of your new student
leadership team. My new role within the school is Head of
the leadership team. I enjoy the Social Sciences, History and
Computer Science, I would recommend taking them as an option
if you are a very curious person. Year ten was a great year for me
along with the experience of the senior leadership team, I have

ILN\U[VL_WSVYLKPɈLYLU[TPUKZL[Z[VLUZ\YL[OH[T`[PTLPUT`
examinations are stress free and very productive and that I can
enjoy school for the remainder of my time here at Park Hall. I feel
that I can relate to a lot of people in the school.
Rebecca Cotton Leadership Team

My name is Clare Boaler and I am honoured to be part of the
leadership team at Park Hall Academy. I believe that this will
be an amazing opportunity and I am very pleased that I have
been given the chance to show what I can do, to drive projects
forward and develop the school community. Personally, I give

100% in everything that I do and I complete all tasks to the best
of my ability. One of my favourite subjects is Science, especially
Biology. I would like to continue this into the 6th form and also
study Psychology.
Clare Boaler Leadership Team

My name is Harriet Herbert and I am part of the 2018-2019
Leadership team. In school, my favourite subjects are History
and Biology and in my spare time, I enjoy baking and Netball. I
am privileged to be on the team, as my aspiration for the future
is to become a surgeon and this role will aid me in developing
]P[HSZRPSSZZ\JOHZ[LHT^VYRHUKWHY[PJPWH[PVUYLX\PYLK[VKVZV

,X\HSS`0ILSPL]L[OH[ILPUNHTLTILYVM[OL[LHT^PSSWYV]PKL
me with a range of opportunities. Whilst on the team, I aim to act
as an ambassador for the school, work alongside other members
of the team to drive forward new ideas and build upon my
JVUÄKLUJLPUVYKLY[VOLSWV[OLYZHYV\UKTL
Harriet Herbert Leadership Team

My name is Courtney Haden, I am a year 10 student here at
Park Hall Academy as well as a member of the leadership team.
Being part of the leadership team is a huge honour because
it means that people view me as a role model which provides
brilliant potential for me in the future when applying for a job. I
am excited to learn from my role and gain experience as a leader
which will teach me important key skills: time management,
presentations, compassion, organisation etc. Park Hall Academy
WYV]PKLZX\HSP[`SLHYUPUN[VZ[\KLU[Z^P[O[OLILZ[[LHJOPUN
LX\PWTLU[HSVUN^P[OL_[YHJ\YYPJ\SHYJS\IZ^OLYLZ[\KLU[Z
can choose to improve their skills. Recently the academy has

introduced Spanish into the curriculum meaning students
can further broaden their vocabulary. The performing arts
departments hosts extraordinary shows once or twice a year
where parents and students can watch. Park hall Academy sends
the most exemplary students away on reward trips for leisure,
learning or competition: I represented Park hall in the Speak Out
*OHSSLUNLVU[OL[O1\UL(IV]LHSS7HYR/HSSWYV]PKLZP[Z
students with the best possible future and advice for its students
so that everyone attending can go far in life.
Courtney Haden Leadership Team

My name is Luke Lawrence, I am a member of the Park Hall
Leadership Team from 2018-19. My role in the leadership
team process is to drive forwards projects which improve Park
Hall Academy as a school and the community surrounding
it. My favourite subjects here at Park Hall are Media Studies,
7LYMVYTPUN(Y[ZHUKHZWLJPÄJYHUNLVMV[OLYZ;OL3LHKLYZOPW
Team role is important to me personally, as I aspire to work in
[OLÄSTPUK\Z[Y`HM[LYT`LK\JH[PVUPZÄUPZOLK>VYRPUNPUÄST
doing jobs such as directing, writing etc. you need to be able to
drive forward many projects, lead and motivate a team around
you. Without being able to do these simple things while in the
ÄSTI\ZPULZZ^V\SKSLHK[V[LYYPISLYLZ\S[Z)`SLHYUPUNMYVT[OL

3LHKLYZOPW;LHTWYVJLZZ0HZHZ[\KLU[HUKHZWPYPUNÄSTTHRLY
will be able to learn much more about collaborating with others
about important topics; this will give me great knowledge,
L_WLYPLUJLHUKJVUÄKLUJLMVY[OLM\[\YL0U[LYTZVMHZJOVVS
aspect, I am very passionate about how the school operates with
its own internal community and the wider community around it.
I want to make sure that projects are done to a high standard
which helps to show the school in a positive way. I wish for the
school to have a bright future. All in all, this will be an interesting
journey and is a great opportunity and I look forward to what it
will bring for myself and others in the future.
Luke Lawrence Leadership Team

My name is James Axford and I am very excited about part of the
7HYR/HSS3LHKLYZOPW;LHT0MLLSSPRL0HTHJVUÄKLU[YVSLTVKLS
for younger students and looking forward to working on a range
of projects to drive the school forward.
My interests outside of school are spending time with my family,
friends and my puppy Archie. I am also heavily involved in Army

Cadets and have an ambition of joining the armed forces as a
career. In school, my favourite subjects are Physical Education,
Mathematics, Science and History.
I am really looking forward to my new role in the new academic
year.
1HTLZ(_MVYKLeadership Team

/LSSVT`UHTLPZ8\HUUH(ZO^VVKHUK0HTHTLTILYVM[OL
Leadership Team. It is a privileged to be part of the Leadership
Team because I would like to help the school to continue to
succeed and help the communication between students and
Z[HɈ0HTHTV[P]H[LKHUKOHYK^VYRPUNZ[\KLU[PUHSST`
subjects such as BTEC Health & Social Care and BTEC Child
Development. I am considering becoming a social worker within
[OLTLU[HSOLHS[OÄLSK0»THJVTTP[[LKWLYZVULZWLJPHSS`^OLU
it comes to education and I believe that you should always put

100% into your work so that you’re able to achieve what you
want. My time at Park Hall has been a positive experience and it
has enabled to increase my communication skills and to work
alongside teachers. Being able to be part of this team will show
my employers that I have already been the opportunity to gain
experience and responsibility and that I am able to work with
V[OLYZJVUÄKLU[S`
8\HUUH(ZO^VVKLeadership Team

Mr S Gregory Deputy Headteacher
PA R K L I F E / 0 8

Career Mark

7HYR/HSS(JHKLT`HJOPL]LZWYLZ[PNPV\Z*HYLLY4HYR
JLY[PÄJH[PVUMVYZLJVUK[PTL
>LHYLWYV\K[VHUUV\UJL[OH[7HYR
Hall Academy has successfully been
HWWYV]LKHZOH]PUNLɈLJ[P]L*HYLLYZ
Information, Advice and Guidance
*,0(.MVYHZLJVUK[PTLHJOPL]PUN
[OL*HYLLY4HYR*LY[PÄJH[PVU^OPJO
is now valid until 2020.

This is a nationally recognised award which is awarded to
schools who show dedication and drive to push the future of
students so they can have higher aspirations and will achieve the
best they can.
:VTLVM[OLWVZP[P]LÄUKPUNZ[OH[OH]LILLUJLSLIYH[LKI`
Career Mark include:
 ;OLSL]LSVMJVTTP[TLU[PZL]PKLU[PU[OLKLSP]LY`VM*HYLLYZ 
 ^OPJOOHZYLX\PYLKPU]LZ[TLU[PU[LYTZVMIV[O[PTLHUKTVUL`
 >VYRL_WLYPLUJLPZ]HS\LKOPNOS`I`Z[\KLU[Z^OVHYLNHPUPUN
valuable skills from the whole process. This is an expensive
exercise both in time and money, so the continued commitment
to it is pleasing.

4Y7OPSSPWZAssistant Headteacher Mr Brady Careers Adivsor
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 :[\KLU[Z^LYLHJX\PYPUNHYHUNLVMZRPSSZ^OPJO[OL`^LYL 
using to identify their own strengths and interests, to research
opportunities and to secure successful outcomes. It was clear
that the programme was making an impact on the students
and providing them with the skills and knowledge to be
 LɈLJ[P]LJHYLLYWSHUULYZ
OHZILLUHUV[OLYI\Z``LHYMVY*,0(.PU[OLZJOVVS
with students across all year groups having planned employer
engagement opportunities. During the year the school was also
WSLHZLK[VHUUV\UJL[OLPYVUNVPUN`LHYSPUR^P[O*HTIYPKNL
<UP]LYZP[`^OV^PSSIL^VYRPUNHSVUNZPKLV\Y`LHYZ[\KLU[Z
L]LY``LHY\U[PS[OL`SLH]L[OLZJOVVSPU

Visit to Arden
PHA Visit to Arden for the 2018 Mental Health Awareness Day
[O1\S`
6U[OL[O1\S`V\Y@:LUPVY:[\KLU[Z^LYLPU]P[LK[VQVPU[OL
ZLUPVY[LHTZMYVT(YKLU(JHKLT`HUK3VKL/LH[O(JHKLT`H[[OLÄYZ[
ever AMAT Mental Health Awareness Day hosted by Arden Academy in
Knowle.
After a warm welcome, our team started the day by getting to
know the other senior students before listening to an assembly
HYV\UKTLU[HSOLHS[O6\YZ[\KLU[Z^LYL[OLUYLX\PYLK[VZWSP[\W
into small groups and to take part in some of the 100+ activities
[OH[^LYLVUVɈLY,HJOZ[\KLU[[VVRWHY[PUHUHJ[P]P[`MYVT[OL
following four categories: Calming, Creative, Physical and New.
(SSVM[OLHJ[P]P[PLZYLX\PYLKV\YZ[\KLU[Z[VNL[M\SS`PU]VS]LK
MVYTPU\[LZILMVYL[OL`[OLUKPZJ\ZZLKPUNYV\WZ[OLLɈLJ[
of each activity on people’s mental health. Later in the day our

Z[\KLU[ZÄSTLKZVTLVM[OLHJ[P]P[PLZMVYH]PKLVWYVK\J[PVUHUK
they brainstormed with the other senior teams around what had
gone well and what could be improved for next year.
Our senior students really enjoyed themselves and they are
keen to organise a similar day at Park Hall Academy next year.
Each member of our senior team did an outstanding job of
representing Park Hall Academy throughout the day and it is
good to see they have all made strong links with the other senior
teams in the trust.

Mr M Sullivan Progress Leader for KS4
PA R K L I F E / 1 0

Maths
Was mathematics discovered
or invented? - More Able
4H[OLTH[PJZ>VYRZOVW

Our more able students tested themselves with the intermediate
mathematics challenge, aimed at KS4 students, back in February.
Park Hall had a number of students succeeding in this challenge.
Harry Millward, Warren Sale, Annaleigh Stratton, Connor Curtis,
(KI\S(S([OHTULOHSS`LHYHUK1HTPL+HYR`LHYHJOPL]LK
HIYVUaLJLY[PÄJH[L,QPYV(NIHPZP`LHY/HYYPZVU>PSKL:JV[[
+L]LYLSS3H^YLUJLHUK)VUP[H>VYHSLY[HSS`LHYHJOPL]LKH
ZPS]LYJLY[PÄJH[L7HYR/HSS»ZZ[HUKV\[WLYMVYTLYVU[OPZJOHSSLUNL
came from a more able year 9 student. Thomas Lytton continues
[VZOPULPUTH[OLTH[PJZHUKHJOPL]LKHNVSKJLY[PÄJH[LPU[OL
intermediate mathematics challenge, an absolutely wonderful
achievement.
-PUHSS`V\YTVYLHISL`LHYHUKTH[OLTH[PJPHUZJVTWSL[LK
the Junior Mathematics Challenge and again we had a number of
What do you think and why?
successes. In Year 8 Ethan Gaunt and Jack Nash achieved a silver
Have numbers been discovered or invented?
JLY[PÄJH[L^OPSZ[6^LU3LL(SPJL/LH[OHUK4PH>VVKHJOPL]LK
/H]LLX\H[PVUZILLUKPZJV]LYLKVYPU]LU[LK&
IYVUaL0U`LHY1VLS9VIPUZVUHJOPL]LKHZPS]LYJLY[PÄJH[L
Is algebra a discovery or an invention?
^OPSZ[IYVUaLJLY[PÄJH[LZ^LYLH^HYKLK[V*VILU.VVK^PU,YPU
Is the number 13 an unlucky number?
Drew, Houdhaifa Mansouri, Libby Passant, Alex Burton and Kian
Maclennan-Watkins.
UK Maths Challenge Success
Mr Goodridge, Director of Numeracy and Stretch and Challenge,
Our more able mathematicians have enjoyed successes in the UK
was full of praise for the student’s achievements. ‘We have a history
4H[OLTH[PJZ*OHSSLUNLZ(WWYV_PTH[LS`Z[\KLU[ZMYVT
of excellent individual successes in the UK mathematics challenge.
more than 3,000 schools take part across the UK. Students are
However, this year the students have really excelled. I also want to
NP]LUTPU\[LZ[VHUZ^LY]HYPLKT\S[PWSLJOVPJLTH[OLTH[PJHS mention the other students who took part in the challenges who
WYVISLTZ/PNOZJVYLYZHYLH^HYKLKHJLY[PÄJH[L[VYLJVNUPZL[OLPY TPZZLKV\[VUHJOPL]PUNHIYVUaLJLY[PÄJH[LI`VUS`HML^THYRZ
success in mathematics.
They also did fantastically well and hopefully next time they will
HSZVYLJLP]LHJLY[PÄJH[LMVY[OLPYLɈVY[Z;OVTHZ3`[[VU»ZZ\JJLZZ
The senior mathematics challenge, aimed at A-level students,
was all the more amazing due to him being a year 9 student. He
took place in the autumn term. We had several successes in this
JOHSSLUNL/HTaH(OTLK(UKYL^*VVRLIV[O@LHYHUK(KI\S has already achieved what I failed to do in my time at school by
HJOPL]PUNHNVSKJLY[PÄJH[LZVJVUNYH[\SH[PVUZ[VOPTHUKHSSVM[OL
(S([OHTULO@LHYHJOPL]LKHIYVUaLJLY[PÄJH[L^OPSZ[9O`Z
other successful students’.
-HYYLSS@LHYHJOPL]LKHZPS]LYJLY[PÄJH[L
The more able KS3 mathematicians recently took part in an
PUZWPYH[PVUHS^VYRZOVWMVJ\ZPUNVU[OLX\LZ[PVUº>HZTH[OLTH[PJZ
discovered or invented?’ During the session students had the
VWWVY[\UP[`[VKLIH[LH]HYPL[`VMKPɈLYLU[Z[H[LTLU[ZZ\JOHZ
‘The number 13 is unlucky’. There were a number of excellent,
high level arguments for and against each statement which really
impressed Mr Goodridge and Miss Browne who led the session.
Students also had the opportunity to look at a variety of key
mathematical events in history as well as debate arguments for and
against key mathematical areas being discovered or invented. The
Z[\KLU[Z^OVWHY[PJPWH[LK^LYLHKLSPNO[[VIL^P[OHUK[OLX\HSP[`
of the conversations would not be out of place in a higher GCSE
classroom.

/LYLHYL[OLÄYZ[ZL]LUX\LZ[PVUZMYVT[OPZ`LHY»ZPU[LYTLKPH[LTH[OLTH[PJZ
challenge. How many can you answer?
1. Which of these is the sum of the cubes of two consecutive
integers?
A4

B9

C 16

D 25

E 36

2. How many of these four integers are prime?
A0

1
11
B1

111
C2

1111
D3

E4

3. 0U:LW[LTILYHWVS`TLYUV[L^HZPU[YVK\JLK;OL
Bank of England issued 440 million of them.
What is the total face value of all these notes?
A £220 000 000
B £440 000 000 C £2 200 000 000
D £4 400 000 000 E £22 000 000 000

5. The adult human body has 206 bones. Each foot has 26 bones.
Approximately what fraction of the number of bones in the
human body is found in one foot?
A 1/6

B 1/8

C 1/10

D 1/12

E 1/20

6. In 2014, in Boston. Massachusetts, Eli Bishop set a world
record for the greatest number of claps per minute. He
achieved 1020 claps in one minute.
How many claps is that per second?
A 17

B 16.5

C 16

D 15.5

E 15

7. /V^THU`[^VKPNP[ZX\HYLZOH]L[OLWYVWLY[`[OH[[OL
 WYVK\J[VM[OLPYKPNP[ZPZHSZVHZX\HYL&
A0

B1

C2

D3

E4

4. A kite is made by joining two congruent isosceles
triangles, as shown.
What is the value of x?
A 36

B 54

C60
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D 72

E 80

-VYHUZ^LYZZLLWHNL



@LHY1\UPVY<2
Mathematics Challenge Winners

Numeracy
Ninjas
Kon’nichiwa! We have had another
fantastic year, full of success with the
5\TLYHJ`5PUQHZWYVNYHTTL
;OYV\NOV\[[OL`LHY`LHYZHUKOH]LJVTWSL[LKH^LLRS`
Numeracy Ninjas challenge. The challenge consists of 30
U\TLYHJ`X\LZ[PVUZ^OPJOULLK[VILJVTWSL[LK^P[OPU
minutes. At the end of the challenge students mark their work and
[OL`YLJLP]LHZJVYLV\[VM,HJOZJVYLYLSH[LZ[VHKPɈLYLU[
karate belt colour with students battling it out to receive 100%
and the much coveted black belt.
Year 8 have now completed their two year programme which
came to an end with another celebration assembly in which
HUV[OLY Z[\KLU[ZHJOPL]LKJLSLIYH[VY`JLY[PÄJH[LZMVYLP[OLY
being a ‘Consistent High Performer’ or for ‘Outstanding Progress’.
;OPZPZVU[VWVMV]LYJLY[PÄJH[LZ^OPJO^LYLNP]LU[V[OL
year group during ‘Numeracy Week’ back in March as well as
JLY[PÄJH[LZYLJLP]LKK\YPUN`LHY6]LY[OL[^V`LHYWLYPVK
^LOH]LZLLUTVYLZ[\KLU[ZTHRLZPNUPÄJHU[WYVNYLZZ[OHU

ever before as well as a record number of black belts achieved
^OPJOZOV^ZL_JLSSLU[SL]LSZVMLɈVY[HZ^LSSHZWYVNYLZZPU[OL
U\TLYHJ`[VWPJZ@LHYOH]LHSZVLUQV`LKHOPNOS`Z\JJLZZÄYZ[
year of Numeracy Ninjas. Again, we have come to the end of this
years’ programme, following a celebratory assembly, which will
restart in September.
Hard work, dedication and perseverance really are so important
to being successful. With this in mind, for those students who
are on their journey to reaching a black belt, and for those who
will be joining us from Year 6 next year, I would like to end with a
X\V[LMYVT:VPJOPYV/VUKH[OL1HWHULZLLUNPULLYHUKMV\UKLYVM
Honda Motor Company:
‘Success represents the 1% of your work which results from the
99% of failure’

Mr Goodridge Director of Numeracy and Stretch and Challenge
PA R K L I F E / 1 2

Maths
Maths Challenge
Answers

1. Which of these is the sum of the cubes of two consecutive
integers?
A4

B9

C 16

D 25

E 36

SOLUTION B
We see that 9 = 13 + 23
and hence 9 is the sum of the cubes of two consecutive integers.
2. How many of these four integers are prime?
1
A0

11
B1

111
C

1111
D3
E4

5. The adult human body has 206 bones. Each foot has 26 bones.
Approximately what fraction of the number of bones in the
human body is found in one foot?
B 1/8

A 1/6

C 1/10

D 1/12

SOLUTION B

SOLUTION B

>LILNPUI`YLJHSSPUN[OLKLÄUP[PVUVMHWYPTL!
A positive integer n is said to be prime if n _/ 1 and the only
divisors of n are 1 and n.

;OLYLX\PYLKMYHJ[PVUPZ 26/206 = 13/103

0[MVSSV^ZMYVT[OLKLÄUP[PVU[OH[PZUV[WYPTL0[PZLHZ`[VZLL
[OH[PZWYPTL:PUJL$_P[MVSSV^Z[OH[PZUV[
prime. Since 1111 = II x 101, it follows that 1111 is not prime.
Therefore just one of the given integers is prime.
3. 0U:LW[LTILYHWVS`TLYUV[L^HZPU[YVK\JLK;OL
Bank of England issued 440 million of them.

:PUJL$_^LOH]L

B £440 000 000 C £2 200 000 000
E £22 000 000 000

SOLUTION C
One million is 1 000000. Therefore 440 million is 440 000 000. It
MVSSV^Z[OH[[OL[V[HSMHJL]HS\LVMTPSSPVUUV[LZPZ_
$
4. A kite is made by joining two congruent isosceles
triangles, as shown.

6. In 2014, in Boston. Massachusetts, Eli Bishop set a world
record for the greatest number of claps per minute. He
achieved 1020 claps in one minute.
How many claps is that per second?
A 17

B 54

C60

B 16.5

E 80

SOLUTION D
Let the vertices of the kite be labelled as
shown.
;OLX\LZ[PVU[LSSZ\Z[OH[[OL[YPHUNSLZPQR
and PRS are isosceles. It follows that LQRP =
LRQP = x° and that LSRP = LRSP = x°. Hence
LSRQ = 2x°.

D 15.5

E 15

There are 60 seconds in one minute. Therefore 1020 claps per
minute is the same as 1020 ÷ 60 claps per second.
1020/60 = 102/6 =
5V^

;OLYLMVYL,SP)PZOVWJSHWWLKH[JSHWZWLYZLJVUK
7. /V^THU`[^VKPNP[ZX\HYLZOH]L[OLWYVWLY[`[OH[[OL
 WYVK\J[VM[OLPYKPNP[ZPZHSZVHZX\HYL&
A0

D 72

C 16

SOLUTION A

What is the value of x?
A 36

13
13
1
=
103 = _
 12/13

12/13
)LJH\ZL[OLPU[LNLYJSVZLZ[[VPZ^LKLK\JL[OH[
26/206 PZHWWYV_PTH[LS`LX\HS[V 1/8.

What is the total face value of all these notes?
A £220 000 000
D £4 400 000 000

E 1/20

B1

C2

D3

E4

SOLUTION B
0U[OLMVSSV^PUN[HISL^LOH]LSPZ[LK[OL[^VKPNP[ZX\HYLZ
together with the products of their digits.



n

n2

4

6

8
9

16

36
 
64
81

Product of the digits
of n2
6

18

24
8

;OLZ\TVM[OLHUNSLZVMHX\HKYPSH[LYHSPZ
@V\HYLHZRLK[VWYV]L[OPZPU7YVISLT
ILSV^;OLYLMVYLMYVT[OLX\HKYPSH[LYHS
PQRS we have:



x° + x° + 2x° + x° = 360°.

-YVT[OPZ[HISL^LZLL[OH[[OLVUS`[^VKPNP[ZX\HYL^OPJO
OHZ[OLWYVWLY[`[OH[[OLWYVK\J[VMP[ZKPNP[ZPZHZX\HYLPZ 
;OLYLMVYL[OLU\TILYVM[^VKPNP[ZX\HYLZ^P[O[OPZWYVWLY[`PZ

;OLYLMVYL_$HUKOLUJL_$
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English
4HJIL[O9:*WLYMVYTHUJLPU
:[YH[MVYK\WVU(]VU
More Able English Visit - The more able KS4 GCSE students
recently enjoyed a performance of Macbeth at the RSC
in Stratford upon Avon. A group of 30 pupils watched the
performance Wednesday 16th May. This was to support
\UKLYZ[HUKPUNVM[OLSHUN\HNLHUKKYHTH[PJLɈLJ[ZPU[OLWSH`
ahead of their English Language paper one on 22nd May 2018.
Pupils were a credit to the Academy and thoroughly enjoyed the
adaptation of Shakespeare’s dark and violent tragedy.

(*OYPZ[THZ*HYVS9:*WLYMVYTHUJLPU:[YH[MVYK\WVU(]VU
The more able KS4 GCSE students also visited the RSC in
Stratford upon Avon earlier this year to see an adaptation of
*OHYSLZ+PJRLUZ»(*OYPZ[THZ*HYVS(NYV\WVMW\WPSZ
watched the performance on Thursday 18th January. This was
to support understanding of the plot and themes in the novel in

WYLWHYH[PVUMVY[OLPY,UNSPZO3HUN\HNLX\HSPÄJH[PVU:[\KLU[Z
found that the addition of scenes from Dickens own life also
helped to deepen their understanding of the social historical
context of the novel.

3P[LYH[\YL<UKLYZ[HUKPUN:OHRLZWLHYL*OHSSLUNLCan you
translate the following text into modern English?
LADY MACBETH
Come on;
Gentle my lord, sleek o’er your rugged looks;
Be bright and jovial among your guests to-night.
MACBETH
So shall I, love; and so, I pray, be you:
3L[`V\YYLTLTIYHUJLHWWS`[V)HUX\V"

Present him eminence, both with eye and tongue:
Unsafe the while, that we
4\Z[SH]LV\YOVUV\YZPU[OLZLÅH[[LYPUNZ[YLHTZ
And make our faces vizards to our hearts,
Disguising what they are.



10

LADY MACBETH
You must leave this.
MACBETH
6M\SSVMZJVYWPVUZPZT`TPUKKLHY^PML
;OV\RUV^»Z[[OH[)HUX\VHUKOPZ-SLHUJLSP]LZ
LADY MACBETH
But in them nature’s copy’s not eterne.
MACBETH
;OLYL»ZJVTMVY[`L["[OL`HYLHZZHPSHISL"

;OLUIL[OV\QVJ\UK!LYL[OLIH[OH[OÅV^U
/PZJSVPZ[LY»KÅPNO[LYL[VISHJR/LJH[L»ZZ\TTVUZ
The shard-borne beetle with his drowsy hums
Hath rung night’s yawning peal, there shall be done
A deed of dreadful note.



20

LADY MACBETH
What’s to be done?
Miss Chorley Head of English
PA R K L I F E / 1 4

Science
Leading the way forward

With the UK government increasing their investment in
technology and science over the next twenty years learning
about science and technology in school is a vital part of
education in the UK. Even for those students who do not take
science forward into their later careers it is a really important
GCSE course which many jobs expect to see a minimum GCSE
grade 4 in order for you to be allowed to do certain job roles.
Employers rate science highly because it demonstrates the
following skills:

1. Problem solving and logical thinking
2. Attention to detail
3. Numeracy skills
4. Organisation
.YV\W^VYR
At Park Hall Academy we are proud to have a large Science
Department situated in the centre of the school which is a really
important representation of science. Science is the centre of
our lives and the only reason we can live in the modern world is
due to our developments from science. Moving into the future
science will answer the problems we need to overcome as a
global society to ensure we can sustain a world population of 9
IPSSPVUWLVWSL^OPJOPZLZ[PTH[LKI`
During Year 10 and 11 science is taught in one of two pathways
at Park Hall Academy. Students who excel in science during
Key Stage Three will be given the opportunity to take Separate
Sciences which means they will receive three separate science
GCSE grades – Biology, Chemistry and Physics. Students who
do not take this option will all complete Trilogy Science GCSE
which gives them two GCSE grades in Science. The Trilogy
course contains content from all three specialisms in science.
At Park Hall Academy we are pleased to say that our science
results are getting stronger every year and as a result A Level
YLJY\P[TLU[PU[VZJPLUJLH[7HYR/HSS(JHKLT`PZYPZPUN0U
V\Y:LWHYH[L:JPLUJLYLZ\S[Z^LYL]LY`Z[YVUN^P[OV]LY VM
the cohort achieving at least one GCSE at A grade. In fact GCSE
Chemistry results were stronger than the national average for
science.
If you would like more information about careers in science or
about science courses both at GCSE or A Level please see Mrs
+H]PLZ/LHKVM:JPLUJLMVYTVYLPUMVYTH[PVU
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STEM

:JPLUJLJS\IVUH;\LZKH`WTWTKL]LSVWZW\WPSZ^OVHYL
PU[LYLZ[LKOV^ZJPLUJLHɈLJ[Z[OL^VYSKHYV\UK[OLT
The investigative work they do during the club
is credited with Bronze, Silver or Gold CREST
awards.
This award is the only nationally recognised
HJJYLKP[H[PVUZJOLTLMVY:;,4WYVQLJ[
work (science, technology, engineering and
TH[OLTH[PJZZ\IQLJ[Z*9,:;WYV]PKLZ
VWWVY[\UP[PLZMVYZ[\KLU[Z[VL_WLYPLUJL[OL
ZJPLU[PÄJWYVJLZZ:[\KLU[ZHYLLUJV\YHNLK[V
SLHK[OLPYV^UWYVQLJ[ZVU[VWPJZHUKL_WSVYL[OL
YLSL]HUJLVM:;,4Z\IQLJ[Z[V[OLPYSP]LZ
>LOH]LOHKVULNYV\W^OVHYLL_WLYPTLU[PUN
^P[OHX\HWVUPJZ¶KPɈLYLU[^H`Z[OH[WSHU[Z
can be grown in hostile conditions. They have
YLZLHYJOLKHJVTWHU`PU3VUKVU[OH[NYV^Z
ZHSHKZHUKOLYIZ\ZPUNZVSHYWV^LYLKSPNO[PUN
HUKYLJ`JSLK^H[LYMYVTHÄZO[HURHSZVIYLLKPUN
LKPISLÄZOPU\UKLYNYV\UK^HZ[LZP[LZSPRLVSK
underground stations and WW2 bunkers. They
OH]LL_WLYPTLU[LK^P[OKPɈLYLU[WSHU[]HYPL[PLZ

and how they grow in a variety of low light, water
HUKSP]PUNZWHJLJVUKP[PVUZKPɈLYLU[SPNO[ZV\YJLZ
HUKKPɈLYLU[ZV\YJLZVM^H[LY(UV[OLYNYV\W
^HZ[Y`PUN[VPU]LZ[PNH[LWSHU[Z[OH[JV\SKIL
NYV^UPUOV[[LYJSPTH[LZHUKWVSS\[LKHYLHZ^OLYL
there are commonly food shortages. They tried
KPɈLYLU[ZLLK]HYPL[PLZ[V[LZ[MVY[VSLYHUJL[V
drought, excess water, acid and alkali conditions
HUKZWHJLIL[^LLUWSHU[Z(UV[OLYNYV\WOH]L
ILLUPU]LZ[PNH[PUNPUZLJ[ILOH]PV\YHUKYLZWVUZL
[VZ[PT\SP¶[OL`SVVRLKH[MY\P[ÅPLZHUK^VVKSPJL
HUKL_WLYPTLU[LK^P[OKPɈLYLU[MVVKZV\YJLZ
[LTWLYH[\YLZSPNO[HUKO\TPKP[`SL]LSZ[VZLL
OV^[OL`ILOH]LKKPɈLYLU[S`;OLÄUHSNYV\WOH]L
ILLUPU]LZ[PNH[PUNWHYHJO\[LZ¶^OH[TH[LYPHSZ
ZPaLHUKZOHWLHɈLJ[[LYTPUHS]LSVJP[`HUK^OH[
[OLYLSH[PVUZOPWIL[^LLULHJO]HYPHISLHUK[OL
terminal velocity is.
7\WPSX\V[LZ¸;OLJS\IOLSWZTL^P[O^VYRPU
SLZZVUZ¹¸;OLH[TVZWOLYLPZ]LY`LUQV`HISL¹

Mrs Davies Head of Science
PA R K L I F E / 1 6

Dream Bigger
Dream Bigger is a collaborative Mathematics and Technology
7YVQLJ[7HYR/HSS(JHKLT`HYL^VYRPUNPUWHY[ULYZOPW^P[O
Teach First an educational charity.
;OL4H[OLTH[PJZHUK;LJOUVSVN`7YVQLJ[HPTZ[VPUZWPYL`V\UNWLVWSL[VZ\JJLLKHUK[VM\SÄS[OLPYHTIP[PVUZHUKWV[LU[PHS
;OLWYVQLJ[PZ^VYRPUN^P[OHNYV\WVMZLSLJ[LKZ[\KLU[ZVWLUPUN[OLPYL`LZ[VH^VYSKVMWVZZPIPSP[PLZPU[OLÄLSKVM
Mathematics and Technology.

WEMBLEY ARENA

0TWHJ[*VUMLYLUJL*OHSSLUNL[OL0TWVZZPISLH[
Wembley Arena

Park Hall Academy’s Dream Bigger Mathematics & Technology
students had a great time at the Challenging the Impossible
Conference in London during half term. This was a fantastic and
inspirational experience for the Park Hall students who watched
a performance by the National Theatre written by a 16 year old,
listened to the Merrill Academy Choir which was awe-inspiring
HUK[VVRWHY[PUH8\LZ[PVU;PTLKLIH[L^P[O1VOU:UV^[OL
news reader, at the Challenge the Impossible Conference.
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Students were thrilled to hear the Secretary of State for
Education Justine Greening and Shadow Secretary of State for
Education, Angela Rayner speak at the Challenge the Impossible
Conference at Wembley Arena. Students said it was an absolute
privilege to hear a range of speakers and felt that Muzoon
Almellehan’s inspirational speech on her experiences as a refuge
coming to Britain were very enlightening.

THE BIG CLASS CHALLENGE
During the week 11th to 21st
November The Big Class Challenge
came to Park Hall Academy.
This collaborative project with Teach First saw leaders from
the manufacturing industry and top executives from the
National Health Service deliver sessions to Year 9 students
at Park Hall Academy. The speakers were extremely
informative and shared their experiences and successes
with our students. This was a superb experience and the
Z[\KLU[ZHZRLKSV[ZVMX\LZ[PVUZHIV\[JHYLLYZPU[OLZL
areas.

MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY CENTRE
6U-YPKH`[O1\UL7HYR/HSS(JHKLT`»Zº+YLHT)PNNLY»@LHY Z[\KLU[ZOHK[OL
MHU[HZ[PJVWWVY[\UP[`[V]PZP[[OL4HU\MHJ[\YPUN;YHPUPUN*LU[YLPU*V]LU[Y`
This was a really exciting trip for the students because they were
able to explore the manufacturing processes for some top-secret
projects; so much so that we all had to have citizenship checks
ILMVYLHYYP]HS
The students had a fantastic day where they were led around the
workshop, able to see the large-scale 3-D printers and robotic
TL[HSJ\[[LYZPUHJ[PVU;OLOPNOSPNO[^HZKLÄUP[LS`H+WYPU[LK
pair of wearable trainers, or the very life-like pineapple, or
perhaps the threat of possibly being blown up by the giant laser
\ZLKPUVULVM[OLTHJOPULZPMP[THSM\UJ[PVULK

;OLZ[\KLU[ZÄUPZOLK[OLPYKH`NL[[PUNOHUKZVUPU[OL
workshops. Some drew their names and other patterns using
YVIV[PJHYTZ^OPSZ[V[OLYZZLWHYH[LKX\HSP[`JOLJRLKHUK
MH\S[`WYVK\J[Z^P[OHKPɈLYLU[[`WLVMYVIV[;OL`OHKHNV
at welding using virtual reality headsets, in which they scored
WVPU[ZIHZLKVUHJJ\YHJ`ZWLLKHUKLɈLJ[P]LULZZJVTWL[PUN
against each other to become the best welder. This trip left our
+YLHT)PNNLYNYV\WPUZWPYLKHZRPUN[OLZ[HɈX\LZ[PVUZHIV\[
[OLPYHWWYLU[PJLZOPWWYVNYHTTLZHUK[OLKPɈLYLU[YV\[LZPU
to engineering. An eye-opening experience into the world of
technology was had by all.

Miss Kent Mathematics teacher & Teach First Project Lead
PA R K L I F E / 1 8

Question
Time
On Thursday 21st June all Year 9 students attended a Challenge
[OL0TWVZZPISL8\LZ[PVU;PTL^P[OZWLJPHSN\LZ[Z1LUU6^LU
(KHTZ;LHJO-PYZ[;HYPX(Q\THS5H[PVUHS.YPK2VQV/PUZVU
>LHS[O>PaHYKZ)L[O3H_[VU<UP]LYZP[`VM>HY^PJRMVYTLYS`
VU)HYJSH`»ZZJOVVSSLH]LYZ»ZJOLTLHUK.\Y]PUKLY1VOHS;LHJO
-PYZ[^OVQVPULK@LHY HZV\Yº8\LZ[PVU;PTL»L_WLY[WHULSVU
the topic of careers today.
Park Hall Academy students were absolutely amazing and
HZRLKU\TLYV\ZX\LZ[PVUZ[VV\YL_WLY[WHULS[OLKLIH[LHUK
X\LZ[PVUZ^LYLMHU[HZ[PJ>V^^OH[HIYPSSPHU[TVYUPUN^LHSS
OHK;OLZ[\KLU[ZHZRLKHIV\[WH`PU[OLKPɈLYLU[ZLJ[VYZOV^
to get into a career in engineering, working hours, working from
home and online businesses. It really was a most enjoyable and
informative debate.

Miss Kent Mathematics teacher & Teach First Project Lead
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History

:P_[O-VYT*Y\ZHKLZ;YPW
On 6th December, Sixth Form A-level History students
H[[LUKLKH[YPW[VH*Y\ZHKLZSLJ[\YL"WYLZLU[LKI`
Dr. Daniel Gerrard of Warwick University. The lecture
was held by the Historical Association. Dr. Gerrard is
HUL_WLY[PU[OLÄLSKZVM[OL*Y\ZHKLHUK^HZHISL[V
answer all questions the students had.
;OL[P[SLVM[OLSLJ[\YL^HZº/V^OVS`^HZ[OL
/VS`>HY&»+Y+HUPLS.LYYHYKHUHS`ZLK[OLWYPTHY`
YLSPNPV\ZL]LU[ZHUKÄN\YLZ[OH[PUÅ\LUJLK[OL
Z\JJLZZVM[OL-PYZ[*Y\ZHKLMVYL_HTWSL(KOLTHY
of Le Puy. In doing this, the lecturer evaluated and
WVZLK[OLX\LZ[PVU[V\Zº/V^Q\Z[PÄLKPZP[[VJHSS[OL
Crusades a Holy War?’
Key themes of the talk included: Crusader Indulgence,
Relics on the Crusade, Saints in Battle and the
*V\UJPSH[*SLYTVU[;OLZL[OLTLZHYLPTWVY[HU[
HZWLJ[ZVM[OLJV\YZL^OPJO^PSSILULÄ[Z[\KLU[Z
through their A-level course. Students gained some
HKKP[PVUHSIHJRNYV\UKRUV^SLKNLVM[OLWLYPVK
including content from the chronicle Gesta Francorum.
The religious devotion of the crusaders was greatly
LTWOHZPZLK\ZPUNL_HTWSLZZ\JOHZ9H`TVUKVM
Toulouse who did not wish to gain any honour or
money from the Crusade-only religious indulgence.

Furthermore, Year Thirteen students were also able to
use the lecture as a source for their coursework, which
^HZH]HS\HISLVWWVY[\UP[`MVY[OLT[V^HYKZ[OLLUK
of the session. From this we were able to settle many
historical arguments most notably what the motivation
for Crusaders was.
Miss Cusack History Department
PA R K L I F E / 2 0

MFL

French reward Golden tickets

;OLW\WPSZ^LYLNP]LUNVSKLU[PJRL[ZWYPVY[V[OLKH`HUKOHK[VYLTLTILY[VRLLW[OLTZHMLHZ[OLZL^LYL[OLPYºLU[YHUJL
[PJRL[Z»;OL`[OLUOHKH[YLH[[V^H[JOH-YLUJOÄSTHUKZUHJRZZ\JOHZWVWJVYUTHJOPULHUKHJOVJVSH[LMV\U[HPU/V^L]LY
[OLVUS`[OPUN[OH[[OL`OHK[VKV^HZ[OH[[OL`OHK[VZWLHRPU-YLUJOPUVYKLY[VNL[[OLZUHJRZ:LY]PUNHUKOLSWPUNV\[^LYL
T`.*:,@LHYZ^OV^LYLIYPLMLKVU[OLSHUN\HNL[V\ZLHUK^LYLNP]LUZ[YPJ[PUZ[Y\J[PVUZ[VVUS`ZWLHR-YLUJO[V[OLT0[
was a lovely afternoon.

:\WWVY[PUN/PNO(JOPL]LYZPU4-3
KS3
In March, we took a group of Year 9 students on a MFL awareness
[YPW[V(Z[VU<UP]LYZP[`;OPZ^HZ[VYHPZL[OLWYVÄSLVM4-3MVY
Key Stage 3 as a whole and to promote the uptake of MFL at
GCSE. It also aimed to raise the aspirations of pupils and for them
to understand what a university is like.
In addition to these aspects and beyond promoting MFL in the
sessions they participated in at the university, the pupils also
practised key social skills in communicating with pupils and
Z[HɈMYVTV[OLYZJOVVSZ^VYRPUNPUKPɈLYLU[LU]PYVUTLU[ZHUK
speaking and using their French skills within presentations.
These presentations involved working with a group of students
MYVTKPɈLYLU[ZJOVVSZHUKWLYMVYTPUN[VNL[OLYHWYLZLU[H[PVUPU
French in front of approximately 130 people.
We are also currently introducing smaller incentives across
2:HZHKLWHY[TLU[PUVYKLY[VIVVZ[2:HUKHJRUV^SLKNL
OHYK^VYRHUKOPNOHJOPL]LYZ;OLZLHZWLJ[ZPUJS\KL!
@LHYZHUK!º*PULTH»S\UJO[PTLZ[OYV\NOºNVSKLU[PJRL[Z»
.VSKLU[PJRL[ZHYLNP]LU[VZWLJPÄJW\WPSZ^OVOH]LJVUZPZ[LU[S`
WYVK\JLOPNOX\HSP[`^VYRHUKOVTL^VYRHZ^LSSHZL_JLSSLU[
attitude to learning over the previous term. They get handed a
‘golden ticket’ which they must keep safe until the actual day. On
the day, we have a cinema lunch where pupils gain entry to treats
such as a chocolate fountain and popcorn machine and get to
^H[JOH-YLUJOVY:WHUPZOÄST

Miss Sweeney Head of MFL
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>PKLYWYVQLJ[ZMVY@LHYZHUKHYL[OLPU[YVK\J[PVUVM
extended projects in order to extend the children’s learning and
to challenge the more able. This will also serve to give them a
wider understanding of French and Spanish culture that they are
experiencing in lessons. It will also aim to promote the children’s
independent learning skills as they have to complete research by
themselves.

KS4
We aim to take next year’s 10 and 11 on a French trip to Paris
in the autumn term in order to gain a better understanding of
French culture and to engage pupils in the language. KS4 also
have ‘culture’ homework which reinforces language and provides
a new challenge. For example, they analyse a song and its lyrics
for homework. Year 10 pupils also participated in a link, crosscurricular activity this year with Food Technology where they
baked a traditional, French cake and learnt the key terminology
and recipe vocabulary in French classes beforehand. They were
also challenged to speak only in French in the cookery lessons.

Sixth Form
7HYR/HSS:P_[O-VYT;VWVM[OL3LHN\L
;OLW\ISPJH[PVUVM[OL[OMVYTWLYMVYTHUJL[HISLZPU
1HU\HY`VUJLHNHPUYLÅLJ[LKNVVKUL^ZMVY7HYR/HSS:P_[O-VYT
7HYR/HSSJHTL[VWVM[OLSVJHSWLYMVYTHUJL[HISLZMVYWYVNYLZZPUIV[O(SL]LSHUK(WWSPLK)[LJX\HSPÄJH[PVUZ;OPZ
JVUÄYTZ[OH[7HYR/HSS:P_[O-VYTLYZTHRLNYLH[LYWYVNYLZZPUIV[OHJHKLTPJHUK]VJH[PVUHSZ\IQLJ[Z[OHUH[HU`
other local school 6th form in North Solihull. By this measure our levels of A level and Btec progress also exceeded
those made by students at Solihull College or the Sixth Form College Solihull.

Vocational Results
0U[LYTZVM]VJH[PVUHSWLYMVYTHUJLPU)[LJX\HSPÄJH[PVUZ
7HYR/HSS:P_[O-VYTLYZZPNUPÄJHU[S`V\[WLYMVYTLKV[OLY
SVJHSZP_[OMVYTZHUKÄUPZOLKPU[OL[VW VMHSSZP_[O
forms nationally.

The Sixth Form can be considered a real strength of the
school and the outstanding achievements of many of
V\YZ[\KLU[ZZLY]LHZHÄULYLÅLJ[PVUVM^OH[7HYR/HSS
students can achieve.

I would like to thank
Z[\KLU[ZZ[HɈHUKWHYLU[Z
MVY[OLPYJVTIPULKLɈVY[Z
PURLLWPUNV\Y[OMVYTº[VW
of the table’. With more
than 130 of our own year
ZHWWS`PUN[VZ[\K`PU[OL
sixth form next year we can
look forward to even better
results in the future.
Mr Cornell Assistant Headteacher - Head of 6th Form
PA R K L I F E / 2 2

Rewards

Year 7 Awards

Rubi Guy-williams - Geography - Progress
Megan Clements - Geography - Progress
Lola Tait - Geography - Progress
Alex Burton - Geography - Attitude to learning
Regan Goodison - Geography - Attitude to learning
Jacob Sankarsingh - Geography - Attitude to learning
Keane Cliﬀord - Geography - Attitude to learning
Oliver Edwards - Citizenship - Progress
Natasha Blundell - Citizenship - Progress
Keira Porter - Citizenship - Progress
Daanish Hussain - Citizenship - Progress
Dylan Deverill Lawrence - Citizenship - Attitude to learning
Millie Mae Pym - Citizenship - Attitude to learning
Sherona Dixon - Citizenship - Attitude to learning
Halle Granville - Citizenship - Attitude to learning
Jacob Sankersingh - French - Progress
Harrison Smith - French - Progress
Aimee Gardner - French - Progress
Dan Clough - French - Progress
Lily Beddows - French - Attitude to learning
Luca Sansori - French - Attitude to learning
Cory Hanus - French - Attitude to learning
Megan Clements - French - Attitude to learning
Alex Burton - Design Technology - Progress
Katrelyn Talyor - Design Technology - Progress
Lola Coleman-Price - Design Technology - Progress
Natasha Blundell - Design Technology - Progress
Grace Bithell - Design Technology - Attitude to learning
Adam Hodges - Design Technology - Attitude to learning
Leah McCaﬀery - Design Technology - Attitude to learning
Bushra Akhtar - Design Technology - Attitude to learning
Pharrell McDonough - Art - Progress
Rozq Hasanzada - Art - Progress

Sam Austin - English - Progress
Cobin Goodwin - English - Progress
Millie Davies - English - Progress
Taylor Dodd - English - Progress
Dan Clough - English - Attitude to learning
Finlay Greenway - English - Attitude to learning
Jade Alder - English - Attitude to learning
Kaiden Eager - English - Attitude to learning
Jaycee Bulman - Maths - Progress
Paige Davis - Maths - Progress
Maxi Porter - Maths - Progress
Millie-Mae Pym - Maths - Progress
Dan Clough - Maths - Attitude to learning
Joel Robinson - Maths - Attitude to learning
Cara Dickson - Maths - Attitude to learning
Rubi Guy-Williams - Maths - Attitude to learning
Libby Passant - Science - Progress
Ashton Cooper - Science - Progress
Erin Drew - Science - Progress
Taylor Fletcher - Science - Progress
George Noakes - Science - Attitude to learning
Daniel Clough - Science - Attitude to learning
Alex Burton - Science - Attitude to learning
Daanish Hussain - Science - Attitude to learning
Taylor Dodd - History - Progress
Finley Greenway - History - Progress
Jade Alder - History - Progress
Samuel Mayers - History - Progress
Jess Colliton - History - Attitude to learning
Lola Tait - History - Attitude to learning
Erin Drew - History - Attitude to learning
Bushra Akhtar - History - Attitude to learning
Mohammed Tahir - Geography - Progress

Alex Burton - Art - Progress
Katrelyn Talyor - Art - Progress
Grace Bithell - Art - Attitude to learning
Raees Suleman - Art - Attitude to learning
Aminatta Dranman - Art - Attitude to learning
Adam Hodges - Art - Attitude to learning
Rosa Hasanzada - PE - Progress
Taylor Fletcher - PE - Progress
Tai Jarvis - PE - Progress
Ben McNicholas - PE - Progress
Ellie-Jayne Earp - PE - Attitude to learning
Kenzie Juxon - PE - Attitude to learning
Chukwuemeke Ezieshi - PE - Attitude to learning
George Noakes - PE - Attitude to learning
Georgia Rose-Bowen - Performing Arts - Progress
Lacey Harrison - Performing Arts - Progress
Humaaira Qayyum - Performing Arts - Progress
Maddison Witheridge - Performing Arts - Progress
Chukwuemeke Ezieshi - Performing Arts - Attitude to learning
Bradley Watson - Performing Arts - Attitude to learning
Alishba Parveen - Performing Arts - Attitude to learning
Regan Goodison - Performing Arts - Attitude to learning
Etahn Cambridge - ICT - Progress
Phoebe Weston - ICT - Progress
Shanti Burton - ICT - Progress
Paige O’Grady - ICT - Progress
Jade Alder - ICT - Attitude to learning
Daniel Clough - ICT - Attitude to learning
Savannah Steward - ICT - Attitude to learning
Alex Burton - ICT - Attitude to learning
Maria Ali - Attendance
Samuel Austin - Attendance
Samuel Banks - Attendance

Georgia-Rose Bowen - Attendance
Alex Burton - Attendance
Kieran Capewell - Attendance
Adam Chidler - Attendance
Jess Colliton - Attendance
Ethan Cullen - Attendance
Cain Davies - Attendance
Millie Davies - Attendance
Aminatta Drammeh - Attendance
Paige Draper - Attendance
Erin Drew - Attendance
Kelsey Eades - Attendance
Oliver Edwards - Attendance
Madison Esson - Attendance
Chukwuemeke Ezieshi - Attendance
Amelia-Jane Farry - Attendance
Coben Goodwin - Attendance
Rubi Guy-Williams - Attendance
David Harper-Peachey - Attendance
Lily-Beth Harwood - Attendance
Eden Jones - Attendance
Rachel Jones - Attendance
Ria Jones - Attendance
Rakhim Lal - Attendance
Dylan Lanchester - Attendance
Jacob Loveridge - Attendance
Poppy Lowe - Attendance
Ella Main - Attendance
Sharna Mattis - Attendance
Leah Mccaﬀery - Attendance
Awais Mushtaq - Attendance
Dea Ndoj - Attendance
Ryan Phillipson - Attendance

Millie-Mae Pym - Attendance
Lucy Steward - Attendance
Katelyn Taylor - Attendance
Karamo Touray - Attendance
Faith Tuohy - Attendance
Bradley Watson - Attendance
Kai Watters - Attendance
Jacob Webley - Attendance
Abi Stokes - Citizen
Lola Coleman Price - Citizen
Nikola Grzybowska - Citizen
Courtney Roe - Citizen
George Noakes - Citizen
Remi Blackwood - Citizen
Roza Hasanzada - Citizen
Bradley Watson - Citizen
Grace Park - Character
Kara Dickson - Character
Eden Jones - Character
Joseph Rouse - Character
Yusef Abdalla - Character
Emily McMahon - Character
Bushra Aktar - Character
Katelyn Taylor - Character
Chukwuemeke Ezieshi - Head Teacher Award
Tom Bull - Head of Year
Lola Coleman Price - Head of Year
Taylor Dodd - Football
George Noakes - Football
Remi Blackwood - Football
Libby Passant - Football
Abi Baldock - Football
Jade Alder - Football

Amelia Farry - Football
Megan Clements - Netball
Roza Hasanzada - Netball
Sharna Mattis - Netball
Phoenix Hendricks - Netball
Daanish Hussian - Table Tennis
Houdaifa Mansouri - Table Tennis
Katie Ann Holland - Trampolining
Emily Lowe - Trampolining
Isabella Nind - Trampolining
Sienna Leach - Trampolining
Grace Bithell - Trampolining
Phoebe Bowyer - Trampolining
Amie Gardner - Trampolining
Paige Draper - Trampolining
Megan Clements - Athletics
Nepthalie Longomba - Athletics
Libby Passant - Athletics
Aaliyah Hermon-Lanns - Athletics
Kaelie Green - Athletics
Sharna Mattis - Athletics
Ben MchNicholas - Athletics
Kyle Vernon - Athletics
Tyler Cumberbatch - Athletics
Taylor Fletcher - Athletics
Millie Davies - Athletics
Houdhaifa Mansouri - Rugby
Bradley Watson - Rugby
Kyle McCabe-Alleyne - Rugby
Taylor Dodd - Sportsman of the year
Nepthalie Longomba - Sportswoman of the year

Year 8 Awards
Natalia Azeem - English
Tamzin Cooper - English
Mikell Barnes - English
Ummaya Bashir - English
Paris-Leigh Bishop - English
George Tayar - English
Millie Norman - English
Siddhant Patel - English
Ruhashya Lindsey - Maths
Lee Owen - Maths
Banks Jacob - Maths
Caves Michael - Maths
Toyah Anderson - Maths
Louis Hawes - Maths
Millie Norman - Maths
Caitlin Curtis - Maths
Charley Lane - Science
Natalia Azeem - Science
Kieron Purewal - Science
Maddie Daly - Science
Lisa Marie Bird - Science
Freya Jones - Science
Olivia Platts - Science
Georgia Pryke - Science
Mia Young - History
Jack Hawes - History

Charlee Bridges - History
Joseph Holloway - History
Cameron Neish - History
Alice Heath - History
Aleena Kibria - History
George Tayar - History
Jayden Berry - Geography
George Tayar - Geography
Joshua Dann - Geography
Jess Yates - Geography
Leah Smith - Geography
Lisa Marie Bird - Geography
Jayda McNally - Geography
Louis Hawes - Geography
Lottie Daly - Citizenship
Maddie Daly - Citizenship
Siddhant Patel - Citizenship
Oliver Fletcher - Citizenship
Cameron Neish - Citizenship
Leah Smith - Citizenship
Kieron Purewal - Citizenship
Olivia Platts - Citizenship
Jack Ward - French
Haylea Wise - French
Alice Heath - French
James Francis - French

YEAR 7
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Lindsay Rushayda - French
Luke Woodward - French
Lottie Daly - French
Jack Hawes - French
Alice Heath - Design Technology
Oliver Fletcher - Design Technology
Owen Rodgers - Design Technology
Kai Colbourne - Design Technology
Jenson Haynes - Design Technology
Michael Caves - Design Technology
Ramisa Khan-Mulholland - Design Technology
Ryan Murphy - Design Technology
Alice Heath - Art
Logan Tennant - Art
Keely Carlin - Art
Caitlin Curits - Art
Jenson Haynes - Art
Charlie Lane - Art
Millie Norman - Art
Scarlett Phillips - Art
Scarlett Phillips PE
Caitlin Curtis - PE
Harvey Ricketts - PE
James Francis - PE
Michael Caves - PE
Luke Woodward - PE

Aleena Kibria - PE
Charlotte Prior - PE
James Lund - Performing Arts
George Tayar - Performing Arts
Jack Hawes - Performing Arts
Scarlett Phillips - Performing Arts
Alice Heath - Performing Arts
Kobei Moore - Performing Arts
Jack Ward - Performing Arts
Oliver Fletcher - Performing Arts
Alisha Mirza - ICT
Toyah Anderson - ICT
Lottie Daly - ICT
Honey Mae Davies - ICT
Aiden Ryley - ICT
Fraya Jones - ICT
Phoebe Rooney - ICT
Jessica Allat - ICT
Natalia Azeem - Attendance
Jacob Banks - Attendance
Ummaya Bashir - Attendance
Jessica Cass - Attendance
Michael Caves - Attendance
Dylan Dixon - Attendance
Kimaree Dixon - Attendance
Mason Fisher - Attendance

Oliver Fletcher - Attendance
Jack Hawes - Attendance
Louis Hawes - Attendance
Megan Hawkins - Attendance
Robert Hissey - Attendance
Ryan King - Attendance
Charley Lane - Attendance
Jack Lane - Attendance
Ryan Mach - Attendance
Lewis Millward - Attendance
Kobei Moore - Attendance
Sinead Moore - Attendance
Ryan Murphy - Attendance
Jasmine Oarga - Attendance
Rishi Patel - Attendance
Jacob Pennington - Attendance
Ella Phelan - Attendance
Charlotte Prior - Attendance
Elvy Ratcliﬀe - Attendance
Jeannette Reynolds-Hailing - Attendance
Kane Taylor - Attendance
Jake White - Attendance
Megan White - Attendance
Kady Wood - Attendance
Jess Yates - Attendance
Oliver Fletcher - Citizen

YEAR 8

Charlee Bridges - Citizen
Natalia Nazeem - Citizen
Paris Leigh Bishop - Citizen
Jack Ward - Citizen
Kane Taylor - Citizen
Jake Mallen - Citizen
Alisha Mirza - Character
Charlie Reddington - Character
Zara Iftikar - Character
Tabbatha Coatsley - Character
Toyah Anderson - Character
Thomas Cresswell - Character
Alice Heath - Character
Freya Jones - Head Teacher Award
Ella Forbes - Head of Year
Michael Caves - Head of Year
Michael Parker - Football
Josh Newbold - Football
Jake Mallen - Football
Charlotte Prior - Football
Trinity Townsend - Football
Scarlett Philips - Indoor Rowing
James Lund - Indoor Rowing
Jayden Berry - Indoor Rowing
Jacob Ameghino - Indoor Rowing
Joshua Dann - Table Tennis

Ryan King - Table Tennis
Lewis Millward - Table Tennis
Keana Maling Hayes - Trampolining
Keeley Carlin - Trampolining
Alice Heath - Trampolining
Hayley Wise - Trampolining
Scarlett Phillips - Athletics
Caitlin Curtis - Athletics
Megan White - Athletics
Emmie Leigh Masters - Athletics
Ella Forbes - Athletics
Molly Burns - Athletics
Kane Taylor - Athletics
Mikkell Barnes - Athletics
James Lund - Athletics
Kobei Moore - Athletics
Jacob Ameghino - Athletics
Dylan Harris Herman - Rugby
Jayden Dowd - Rugby
Kane Taylor - Spotsman of the year
Ella Forbes - Sportswoman of the year

Every year at Park Hall many of our students are rewarded with
HJHKLT`JVSV\YZPUHJLYLTVU`PU]VS]PUNZ[\KLU[ZZ[HɈWHYLU[Z
and governors.
(JHKLT`JVSV\YZHYLMVYL_JLSSLU[WYVNYLZZHUKVYH[[P[\KLPUZ\IQLJ[ZHUKV[OLY
HZWLJ[ZVMZJOVVSSPML:[\KLU[ZWYV\KS`^LHY[OLZLJVSV\YZVU[OLPYISHaLYHZ
YLJVNUP[PVUVM[OLPYOHYK^VYRHUKWVZP[P]LH[[P[\KL;OPZ`LHY^LNH]LV\YHYLJVYK
U\TILYHSVUN^P[OV\YZWVY[ZJVSV\YZ[VJLSLIYH[LHJOPL]LTLU[ZPU7,HUKZWVY[Z
teams. Below are the names of the students who received our colour awards. A
huge well done to you all. We look forward to our next colours ceremony in 2019.

Year 9 Awards
Sophia Fox - English - Progress
Thomas Round - English - Progress
Keira Tarpey - English - Progress
Cody Treen - English - Progress
Emilie Wilson - English - Attitude to learning
Lauren-leigh Palmer - English - Attitude to learning
Chloe Taylor - English - Attitude to learning
Ryan Crackle - English - Attitude to learning
Ibrahim Hussain - Maths - Progress
Morgan Kilmister - Maths - Progress
Maddi TEmperton - Maths - Progress
Tilly Byrne - Maths - Progress
Lily Gadsdon - Maths - Attitude to learning
Sam Hardy - Maths - Attitude to learning
Emma Caroline Reeves - Maths - Attitude to learning
Mia Alexander - Maths - Attitude to learning
Evan Leach - Science - Progress
Adam Carpenter - Science - Progress
Cody Treen - Science - Progress
Eavie Neale - Science - Progress
Georgia Facer - Science - Attitude to learning
Sonny McNamarra - Science - Attitude to learning
Chanae Burton - Science - Attitude to learning
Katie Green - Science Attitude to learning
Katie Green - History - Progress
Ethan Potter - History - Progress
Rachael Bevan - History - Progress
Kayleigh Gagin - History - Progress
Grace Dooley - History - Attitude to learning
Georgia Peplow - History - Attitude to learning
Alex Timmins - History - Attitude to learning

Jasmine Alder - History - Attitude to learning
Chloe Taylor - Geography - Progress
Georgia Peplow - Geography - Progress
Cody Treen - Geography - Progress
Ben Thomas - Geography - Progress
Lily Gadson - Geography - Attitude to learning
Keira Tarpey - Geography - Attitude to learning
Lily wood - Geography - Attitude to learning
Katie - Lee Steward - Geography - Attitude to learning
Chloe Taylor - Citizenship - Progress
Lily Henningham - Citizenship - Progress
Olivia Sassano - Citizenship - Progress
Jack Cleary - Citizenship - Progress
Isaah Aslam - Citizenship - Attitude to learning
Brandon Barnes - Citizenship - Attitude to learning
Amirah Ali - Citizenship - Attitude to learning
Lily Coward - Citizenship - Attitude to learning
Emma Caroline Reeves - French - Progress
Eleanor Shaw - French - Progress
Jon Barber - French - Progress
Rhiannon Fenton - French - Progress
Logan Palmer - French - Attitude to learning
Olivia Sassano - French - Attitude to learning
Grace Dooley - French - Attitude to learning
Mia Alexander - French - Attitude to learning
Chloe Molland - Design Technology - Progress
Lauren Fleming - Design Technology - Progress
Jack Dooley - Design Technology - Progress
Kylie Moseley - Design Technology - Progress
Dakota Shurahi - Design Technology - Attitude to learning
Zed Lockett - Design Technology - Attitude to learning

Shuaib Khan - Design Technology - Attitude to learning
Chloe Molland - Art - Progress
Lauren Fleming - Art - Progress
Jack Dooley - Art - Progress
Kylie Moseley - Art - Progress
Dakota Shurahi - Art - Attitude to learning
Karis Shewell - Art - Attitude to learning
Shuaib Khan - Art - Attitude to learning
Layton Bisseker - Art - Attitude to learning
Chloe Lutumba - PE - Progress
Lily Henningham - PE - Progress
Sam Hardy - PE - Progress
Ben Glendenning - PE - Progress
Amy Tilley - PE - Attitude to learning
Demi Leigh Lay - PE - Attitude to learning
Jake Astley - PE - Attitude to learning
Deacon Jones - PE - Attitude to learning
Jake Astley - Performing Arts - Progress
Grace Dooley - Performing Arts - Progress
Cara Leigh Curry - Performing Arts - Progress
Katie Green - Performing Arts - Progress
Georgia Peplow - Performing Arts - Attitude to learning
Georgia Facer - Performing Arts - Attitude to learning
Eavie Neal - Performing Arts - Attitude to learning
Oliver Crisp - Performing Arts - Attitude to learning
Mia Alexander - ICT - Progress
Cody Treen - ICT - Progress
Grace Dooley - ICT - Progress
Alex Green - ICT - Progress
Tilly Byrne - ICT - Attitude to learning
Keara Platt - ICT - Attitude to learning

Sophias Fox - ICT - Attitude to learning
Thomas Lytton - ICT - Attitude to learning
Mia Alexander - Attendance
Karar Alnour - Attendance
Daniele Andoh - Attendance
Jake Astley - Attendance
Chloe Brennan - Attendance
Connor Byrne - Attendance
Kieron Carter - Attendance
Jack Cleary - Attendance
Oliver Crisp - Attendance
Ethan Dixon - Attendance
Grace Dooley - Attendance
Georgia Facer - Attendance
Matthew Fisher - Attendance
Lauren Fleming - Attendance
Lily Gadsdon - Attendance
Chloe Gaﬀ - Attendance
Sam Gibbs - Attendance
Adele Greenway - Attendance
Faraimunashe Gumbodete - Attendance
Joseph Hodgkins - Attendance
Ibrahim Hussain - Attendance
Taira Hussain - Attendance
Ellis Hyett - Attendance
Danny Kitching - Attendance
Kamaal Mahmood - Attendance
Rizwan Mahmood - Attendance
Reece McCann - Attendance
Jack Mccrum - Attendance
Sonny McNamara - Attendance

Eliezer Monga - Attendance
Sean Moore - Attendance
Amaan Nasar - Attendance
Eavie Neal - Attendance
Chloe Nokes - Attendance
Bethany Owen - Attendance
Logan Palmer - Attendance
Emma Caroline Reeves - Attendance
Alicia Roberts - Attendance
Thomas Round - Attendance
Charlotte Slammon - Attendance
George Steele - Attendance
Hanna Tabassum - Attendance
Chloe Taylor - Attendance
Ben Thomas - Attendance
Jordan Toques - Attendance
Emelia Wilson - Attendance
Lily Wootton - Attendance
Caroline Emma Reeves - Citizen
Racheal Bevan - Citizen
Chloe Noakes - Citizen
Lily Wood - Citizen
Eavie Neale - Citizen
Deacon Jones - Citizen
Shuaib Khan - Citizen
Zed Lockett - Citizen
Matthew Fisher - Character
Jack Dooley - Character
Finlay Payne - Character
Sam Gibbs - Character
Jack Cox - Character

Lauren Leigh Palmer - Character
Ataya Grant Payne - Character
Cara Davies - Character
Jake Astley - Head Teacher Award
Alicia Roberts - Head of Year
Ethan Dixon - Head of Year
Ethan Fletcher - Football
Elizer Monha - Football
Lewis Cowley-Breynton - Football
Chloe Lutumba - Netball
Cara Davies - Netball
Bethany Owen - Netball
Kiera Stanton - Athletics
Eavie Neal - Athletics
Cara Curry - Athletics
Eleyah Bisseker - Athletics
Treselle Carroll - Athletics
Katie Green - Athletics
Daniel Andoh - Athletics
Eliezer Monga - Athletics
Kyle Harbourne - Cross Country
Jack Cox - Rugby
Kamall Mahmood - Rugby
James Tura - Rugby
Ethan Fletcher - Spotsman of the year
Kiera Stanton - Sportswoman of the year

Year 10 Awards
Mason Smith - English
Kate Bathurst - English
Courtney Haden - English
Kyle Peers - English
George Appleton - English
Kieron Mcmahon - English
Monique Glenn Toques - English
Georgina Birch - English
Harriet Herbert - Maths
Will Pugh - Maths
Clare Boaler - Maths
Holly Smith - Maths
Ella Butler - Maths
Nancy Chance - Osman - Maths
Harriet Herbert - Maths
Riyadh Kibria - Maths
Scott Deverill Laurence - Science
Jamie Dark - Science
Ida Barrow - Science
Alana Mattis - Science
Sophie Dainty - Science
Renae Gardner - Science
Hiba Sajjad - Science
Merit Maﬁna - Science
Harriet Herbert - History
Scott Deverill – Lawrence - History
Georgina Birch - History
Hevanna Mulholland - History
Samia Nelson - Glenn - History
Sophie Dainty - History

Mia Kilminster - History
Louie Kader - History
Harvey Nolan - Geography
Tom Brassington - Geography
Harmony Wheeldon - Geography
Lib Richardson - Geography
Elica Jackson - Geography
Connor Bennet - Geography
Emily Cartwright - Geography
Sian Druce - Geography
Mia Kilminster - Citizenship
Karla Shaw - Citizenship
Maddie Baker - Citizenship
Liam Hansard - Citizenship
Holly Smith - Citizenship
Luke Lawrence - Citizenship
Lettisha Jackson - Citizenship
Kyle Peers - Citizenship
Holly Smith - French
Madyson Cole - French
Millie Challoner - Barnes - French
Mia Alexander - French
Harriet Herbert - French
Clare Boaler - French
Emily Cartwright - Media
Hiba Sajjad - Media
Kate Bathhurst - Media
Philip Francis - Media
Shamir Naveed - Media
Angel Nicholls - Media

Luke Lawrence - Media
Megan Johnson - Media
Layton Bisseker - Design Technology
Ella Butler - Design Technology
Callum Brady - Design Technology
Emily Cartwright - Design Technology
Mason Smith - Design Technology
Lib Richardson - Design Technology
Elica Jackson - Design Technology
Maddie Baker - Art
Georgina Birch - Art
Bethany Cond - Art
Savannah Hardy-Grady - Art
Megan Johnson - Art
Jamie Dark - Art
Mia Kilmister - Art
Freya Brown - Art
Charlotte Martin - PE
Thomas Burbidge - PE
Mason Smith - PE
Olivia Ullah - PE
Samia Nelson-Glenn - PE
Aaron Sumner - PE
Elica Jackson - PE
Jamie Simner - PE
Hiba Sajjad - Sociology
Jayda Brown - Sociology
George Appleton - Sociology
Harrison Wilde - Sociology
Abbie Bull - Sociology

Lilly Coward - Sociology
Riyahd Kibria - Sociology
Nathan Parkinson - Sociology
Quanna Ashwood - Child Development
Jayda Brown - Child Development
Naomi Carthew - Child Development
Cameisha Dixon - Child Development
Samia Nelson-Glenn - Child Development
Aaliyah Rice - Child Development
Sophie Riley - Child Development
Emily Yates - Child Development
Millie Barnes - Child Development - Health and
Social Care
Ida Barrow - Health and Social Care
Renee Colley - Health and Social Care
Renae Gardner - Health and Social Care
Monique Glenn -Toques - Health and Social Care
Charlotte Martin - Health and Social Care
Ella Rhodes - Health and Social Care
Mia Winters - Health and Social Care
Katie Witten - Health and Social Care
Annie May Gates - Performing Arts
Annabel Ward - Performing Arts
Luke Lawrence - Performing Arts
Nancy - Chance Osman - Performing Arts
Ella Rhodes - Performing Arts
Matthew Pate - Performing Arts
Freya Brown - Performing Arts
Ellis Rankin - Performing Arts
Dylan Yates - Business

Michael Jicmon - Business
Katie Stilgoe - Business
Morgan Farrington - Business
Rohit Verma - Business
Lauren Cruise - Business
Max Pym - Business
Halle Hunter - Business
Hevanna Mullholland - ICT
Lettisha Jarrett - ICT
Scott Deverall-Lawrence - ICT
Rebecca Cotton - ICT
Connor Bennett - ICT
Will Pugh - ICT
Louie Kader - ICT
William Wallbank - ICT
Nathan Parkinson - Citizen
Samia Nelson-Glenn - Citizen
Shahmir Naveed - Citizen
Holly Smith - Citizen
Katie Witten - Citizen
Tom Barker - Citizen
Bethany Cond - Citizen
Charlotte Martin - Citizen
Luke Lawrence - Character
Ida Barrow - Character
Millie Barnes - Character
Abbie Bull - Character
Ekka Butler - Character
Aiden Grant - Character
Phillip Francis - Character

Courtney Haden - Character
Quanna Ashwood - Attendance
Millie Challoner-Barnes - Attendance
Connor Bennett - Attendance
Jessica Birtles - Attendance
Clare Boaler - Attendance
Jayda Brown - Attendance
Thomas Burbidge - Attendance
Nancy Chance-Osman - Attendance
Perryscott Fox - Attendance
Madyson Cole - Attendance
Lily Coward - Attendance
Katie Cox - Attendance
Lauren Cruise - Attendance
Sophie Dainty - Attendance
Cameisha Dixon - Attendance
Sinead Donoghue - Attendance
Morganne Farrington - Attendance
Philip Francis - Attendance
Aidan Grant - Attendance
Zishan Hussain - Attendance
Lettisha Jarrett - Attendance
Megan Johnson - Attendance
Mia Kilmister - Attendance
Merit Maﬁna - Attendance
Alana Mattis - Attendance
Shahmir Naveed - Attendance
Theo Powell - Attendance
Will Pugh - Attendance
Max Pym - Attendance

Zarar Rehman - Attendance
Tyreek Rodney - Attendance
Karla Shaw - Attendance
Jamie Simner - Attendance
Reed, Ethan Slater - Attendance
Annabel Ward - Attendance
Connor Webb - Attendance
Harrison Wilde - Attendance
Alex Worley - Attendance
Dylan Yates - Attendance
Connor Webb - Football
Halle Hunter - Football
Anaya Milles - Football
Cheyanne Harvey - Football
Karla Shaw - Badminton
Lilly Coward - Badminton
Alana Mattis - Badminton
Ella Butler - Badminton
Kaierah Paul - Athletics
Eilica Jackson - Athletics
Cheyanne Harvey - Athletics
Jamie Dark - Swimming
Harvey Nolan - Tennis
Tom Brassington - Tennis
Jamie Dark - Spotsman of the year
Sian Druce - Sportswoman of the year
Clare Boaler - Head Teacher Award
Harriet Herbert - Head of Year
James Greenaway - Head of Year

4Y9VWLYAssistant Headteacher
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Chloe

Lord-Lieutenant’s Cadets Awards
The Lord-Lieutenant’s Cadet Award marks the
achievement of outstanding service by an individual
to their Cadet movement and is recognised by their
HWWVPU[TLU[HZH3VYK3PL\[LUHU[*HKL[

Each year the Lord-Lieutenant appoints a Cadet from each of the
community cadet forces and a cadet from the Combined Cadet
Force to support the area’s respective HM Lord-Lieutenant, who
HJ[ZHZ[OL8\LLU»ZYLWYLZLU[H[P]LHUKHJJVTWHU`[OLTH[
VɉJPHSLUNHNLTLU[ZPUJS\KPUNYLTLTIYHUJLL]LU[Z9V`HS]PZP[Z
and parades over the year.
Across our region we had six Lord-Lieutenant Cadet Awards
ceremonies during April and May, with the following cadet, Chloe
Passant announced as the new Lord-Lieutenant Cadet for the
forthcoming year.
Chloe Passant was awarded Lord Lieutenant Cadet for being an
outstanding Leading Cadet. Chloe regularly attends Training Ship
Stirling, on Pithall Rd, Shard End and is an ex pupil of Parkhall
Academy in Water Orton.
Since being a cadet Chloe has achieved the following
X\HSPÄJH[PVUZ^P[OPU[OL:LH*HKL[Z"
Leading Cadet

Mrs Tranter Senior Classroom Supervisor
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RYA Assistant Sailing Instructor
District / Area / National Finals in Canoeing for last 3 years
NICAS Climbing Award level 3
BCU Canoeing FST Safety – Rescue Canoeist
Guard Commander for Royal Naval inspections
Level 2 In Communications
3L]LS4LJOHUPJHS,UNPULLYPUN4(905,
Been to France to represent The Unit country at D Day landing
She has passed her peer educator which enables her to teach
cadets in a range of activities
Chloe will be expected to accompany the Lord Lieutenant on
all civic duties and she will wear the Royal Coat of Arms on her
\UPMVYTZOLPZ[OLÄYZ[JHKL[PU`LHYZ[VILH^HYKLK[OPZ[P[SL
Well done Leading Cadet Passant.

Sport
At Park Hall Academy we
HYL]LY`WYV\KVMHSSV\Y
W\WPSZ^OVZOV^OPNOSL]LSZ
VMZWVY[ZTHUZOPWHUK^VYR
[VTHRLWYVNYLZZPUL]LY`
SLZZVU>LOH]LZVTLW\WPSZ
who are high achievers in their
NP]LUZWVY[HUK^L^V\SK
like to congratulate them on
their continued success. We
HWWYLJPH[L[OH[WLYMVYTPUN
at an elite level takes a great
deal of dedication to training,
determination to be the best
you can be and resilience to
RLLWVU^VYRPUNL]LUHM[LY
setbacks.
1HKH4J5HSS`

Jada is a year 8 pupil at Park Hall academy with a special talent
for Ice Skating. She trains for many hours a week and regularly
competes both nationally and internationally. Jada has recently
returned from Bulgaria where she trained intensively with
some of the best coaches in the world. She clearly has a very
promising future in Ice Skating.

1HTPL+HYR

Jamie is in year 10 and has proven himself to be one of the
top ranked swimmers in his age group. A normal day for Jamie
starts with early morning training, being in the pool several hours
before the school day starts.

Mikkel Barnes

Mikkel is in year 8 and has always had a talent for Football. He
currently plays for both Solihull district team and Aston Villa
KL]LSVWTLU[ZX\HK

Kane Taylor

Kane is in year 8 but due to his talent in football he currently
plays for the year 9 team at Aston Villa.

Kobei Moore

Kobei is a year 8 pupil at Park Hall who currently plays for
Solihull District team and Aston Villa.

Hisham Chiha

Hisham is in year 9 and has played for West Bromwich Albion’s
(JHKLT`MVYV]LY`LHYZ/LJVUZ[HU[S`PTWYLZZLZ^P[OOPZ
footballing ability as well as his commitment to the sport.
Mrs Churchill Assistant Director of Progress and Assessment/Head of Physical Education
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Year 13 Prom
;OPZ`LHYZWYVT[VVRWSHJLH[;OL.YPTZ[VJR*V\U[Y`
House Hotel on Friday 25th May 2018 the theme being
Viva Las Vegas.

We had an amazing prom committee this year who had big ideas
and aspirations to create the perfect party to mark the end of their
[PTLH[7HYR/HSS:P_[O-VYT4VU[OZVMWSHUUPUN[PTLHUKLɈVY[
went into organising this event including consultations with peers,
menu selections, seating plans, sourcing decorations and putting
[VNL[OLY[OLÄUPZOPUN[V\JOLZ[VTHRL[OLL]LUPUNHZZWLJPHSHZP[
really was.

:[HɈHUKZ[\KLU[Z[OLU^LU[[OYV\NO[V[OLWYP]H[LM\UJ[PVUZ\P[L
where they were seated at the Vegas themed tables with chocolate
WVRLYJOPWMH]V\YZHUKZLSÄLRP[HJJLZZVYPLZMVYLHJOZ[\KLU[;OL
3 course dinner was then followed by a DJ set by our very own
4Y*HYS(SSLU*(:V\UK;OLKHUJLÅVVY^HZWHJRLKMYVTZ[HY[
[VÄUPZOHUKIV[OZ[HɈHUKZ[\KLU[ZOHKHMHI\SV\Z[PTL^P[OVUL
Z[\KLU[Z[H[PUNP[^HZ[OLILZ[UPNO[VMOPZSPML

The evening began with a drinks reception where parents could
toast the success of their children and have the opportunity to
have professional photographs taken as a memento. As ever
we used Emotional Moments Photography to capture these
keepsakes.

Special thanks from me must go to Luke Reynolds and Chloe
Louise Johnson for leading the prom committee this year and to
Mrs Edwards and Miss Vaughan for helping us to decorate the
YVVTP[SVVRLKHIZVS\[LS`IYPSSPHU[
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.VVKS\JRJSHZZVM4PZZPUN`V\HSYLHK`

Thank you to Geoff Tustin
at Emotional Moments
Photography for the Year 11
and Year 13 Prom photographs.
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Aim Higher

(NYV\WVMOPNOHJOPL]PUN@LHY Z[\KLU[Z[VVRWHY[PU
[OL(PT/PNOLYTLU[VYPUNWYVNYHTTL

Each student received mentoring from a current Aston University
student over a period of three months during a one-to-one
meeting each week. 16 selected students were involved in
the programme aimed at supporting students with the options
process as well as looking at career pathways as well as
application processes to both sixth form and universities.
:LZZPVUZHSZVMVJ\ZLKVU[OLÄUHUJPHSHZWLJ[VMH[[LUKPUN
university and the support students can receive through
bursaries, grants and loans. The programme also supported

students with wider issues such as improving their organisational
ZRPSSZHUKYL]PZPVU[LJOUPX\LZ
As part of the programme, students were invited to attend an
open day event at Aston University and for many of the students
[OPZ^HZ[OLPYÄYZ[L_WLYPLUJLVM\UP]LYZP[`SPML;OVZLPU]VS]LK
commented on how eye opening the programme has been with
almost every student involved now saying that they plan to go to
university.

Mrs Churchill Assistant Director of Progress and Assessment/Head of Physical Education

1HTPL>LII
We are also extremely
WYV\K[OH[1HTPLOHZ
been nominated for the
(PT/PNOLYº4LU[LLVM
the Year’ Award.

:WLHRV\[JOHSSLUNL
@LHYOHKH\UPX\LVWWVY[\UP[`[VKL]LSVW[OLJY\JPHSZRPSSZ
ULLKLK[VZWLHRJVUÄKLU[S`PUW\ISPJ
W\WPSZ[VVR[OLZWLHRV\[JOHSSLUNLHUKOHKHKH`»Z[YHPUPUN
which really pushed them out of their comfort zone. By the end
of the day each of the pupils deliver a 2 minute speech on a
subject that they felt passionate about. The speeches were all
brilliant and it was great to hear the young people’s thoughts
and opinions. Wide ranges of topics were spoken about with
LU[O\ZPHZTHUKJVUÄKLUJL*V\Y[UL`/HKLUZ[VVKV\[HUK^HZ
ZLSLJ[LK[VKLSP]LYOLYZWLLJOH[[OLYLNPVUHSÄUHSOLSKH[[OL
Mr Goodridge Director of Numeracy and Stretch and Challenge
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University of Birmingham. This was a great achievement as less
than 4% of pupils in schools across England make it this far.
She delivered her speech in front of a large audience and a panel
of judges drawn from prominent members of the community. We
could not have been prouder of Courtney – she was an excellent
ambassador for Park Hall Academy and had several members of
the judging panel commend her.

10 Culture
London Year
*HWP[HS;YPW
6U:H[\YKH`YK-LIY\HY``LHYW\WPSZ
OHKHU\UMVYNL[[HISLL_WLYPLUJL^OLU[OL`
went to London with Aim Higher. During
[OLKH`[OL`L_WSVYLK3VUKVUPUJS\KPUN
visiting the Natural History Museum
and Science museums. They travelled
around using the tube to see the
THU`ZPNO[ZHUKL_WLYPLUJL[OL
busy and bustling city. Towards the
end of the day they went to the West
,UK^OLYL[OL`^H[JOLKº>PJRLK»
H[[OL(WVSSV[OLH[YL;OLW\WPSZ
had a fantastic day full of new
L_WLYPLUJLZ

Year 12 3VUKVU;YPW
6U[O(WYPS `LHYWLYMVYTPUNHY[ZZ[\KLU[Z[VVR
their learning outside of the classroom and all the way
[V>LZ[,UK^P[O(PT/PNOLY;OLW\WPSZOHKHULHYS`
start to the day as they travelled from Birmingham to
Euston by train and then on to the tube to Leicester
:X\HYL¶HSSILMVYLHT;OLÄYZ[HJ[P]P[`YLHSS`
JOHSSLUNLK[OLW\WPSZ[VZ[LWV\[VM[OLPYJVTMVY[aVULZ
PUH+PZUL`^VYRZOVWH[[OLWYLZ[PNPV\Z7PULHWWSL
+HUJLZ[\KPVZ(M[LYHX\PJRZ[VWH[WPaaHL_WYLZZMVY
lunch they headed to the Prince Edward theatre to
^H[JOHUPUZWPYPUNWLYMVYTHUJLVM(SHKKPU;OLW\WPSZ
had a great day where they were able to see everything
[OL`OH]LILLUSLHYUPUNVU[OLPY);,*WLYMVYTPUNHY[Z
JV\YZLHIV\[[OLWLYMVYTPUNHY[Z^VYSKPU[VHYLHSSPML
L_WLYPLUJL

Mrs Churchill Assistant Director of Progress and Assessment/Head of Physical Education
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Media
Recycling Animation
Digital Marketing Event
Bank Camera Action

Recycling Animation
BTEC Level 3 students have spent time developing their 2D
Animation skills in response to a brief looking at the issues of
plastic pollution. Pupils were asked to research the impact that
plastic has on the planet, in particular looking at the impact
on sea life. During the research stages year 12 and year 13
students were encouraged to recycle plastic bottles and
we were shocked to see the amount of plastic waste that is
generated on a daily basis.
Following their initial research tasks pupils were then set a
task by a local Primary school in which they were asked to
produce a short 1 Minute animation that would educate and
inform young children about the importance of recycling. Pupils
developed a range of creative responses which were gratefully
received by the primary school.

Digital Marketing Event

Year 12 BTEC Pupils attended a one day workshop at
University College Birmingham. Pupils were given the
chance to explore careers around digital marketing as well
as discovering what it would be like to study such a course
in higher education. Part of the day involved students
developing their own marketing campaign to promote
the launch of a new restaurant. Pupils worked in groups
[VKL]LSVWPKLHZHUK[OLU^LYLHZRLK[VWP[JO[OLPYÄUHS
campaign to a panel of judges. It was great to see such
exciting ideas and professional pitches given by the students.
“The day was a fun experience and I enjoyed creating our
own brand. We gained a lot of experience and feel that we
can carry the knowledge gained forward throughout the rest
of our course” Kallum McEwan
“The guest speakers were very knowledgeable in their
YLZWLJ[P]LÄLSKZHUK0MLLS[OH[[OL`OH]LPUMVYTLKTLNYLH[S`
about how to progress in my future career” 1HJR.YPɉU
“I enjoyed working as part of a team creating our own
Media campaign. The task allowed us to develop our
communication and presentation skills” Georgina Beasley
Following this initial visit, students have been given the
opportunity to take part in a social media marketing
project. This has involved students taking part in a series
of weekly workshops delivered by Laura Vanessa Munoz,
from Empowering Futures, in which students have been
exploring social media and digital marketing in more detail.
The project will culminate with several students completing
work experience in which they will develop campaign
material to promote start-up businesses and a visit to Google
OLHKX\HY[LYZPU3VUKVU
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Bank Camera Action
:P_[OMVYTZ[\KLU[Z[VVRWHY[PUHUHUU\HS
JVTWL[P[PVUY\UI`[OL)HURVM,UNSHUK
called “Bank Camera Action”. Students were
YLX\PYLK[VWSHUHUKWYVK\JLZOVY[ÄSTZPU
YLZWVUZL[V[OLX\LZ[PVUº>OH[PUKLWLUKLUJL
TLHUZ[VTL»ZOVY[ÄSTZ^LYLWYVK\JLK
by Year 12 and Year 13 students and students
YLJLP]LKHº/PNOS`*VTTLUKLK»[YVWO`MYVT
[OLWHULSVMQ\KNLZ

¸0[OVYV\NOS`LUQV`LK[OLJYLH[P]LHZWLJ[VM[OPZWYVQLJ[
HZP[HSSV^LKTL[VKL]LSVWT`ZRPSSZHZH>YP[LY+PYLJ[VY
and Editor. It was fun to work with my classmates on the
ZOVY[ÄST"^LHSS^VYRLK^LSS[VNL[OLYHUKWYVK\JLKH
ÄUHSÄST[OH[0^HZYLHSS`WSLHZLK^P[OHUK0HTL_[YLTLS`
OHWW`^P[O[OL[YVWO`[OH[^LYLJLP]LK>VYRPUNVU
[OPZWYVQLJ[OHZJVUÄYTLKT`PU[LYLZ[PUÄSTHUK0HT
SVVRPUNMVY^HYK[VL_WSVYPUN4LKPHJV\YZLZH[<UP]LYZP[`¹
Harrison Howell
¸0MV\UK[OLL_WLYPLUJLVMJYLH[PUNHÄSTHSVUNZPKLT`
JSHZZTH[LZOHZNYLH[S`PTWYV]LKT`V^UZLSMJVUÄKLUJL
HZHTLKPHZ[\KLU[0[^PSSM\Y[OLYZ\WWVY[TLPUT`
KL]LSVWTLU[[OYV\NOV\[T`[PTLH[ZP_[OMVYTHUK[OL
L_WLYPLUJLOHZWYV]LKPU]HS\HISL¹)LUQHTPU1VULZ
Mr Edwards Head of Media Studies
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DesignTechnology
&
Here at Park Hall we have some very creative and technical minded
Z[\KLU[Z^OVOH]LTHKL[OLKLWHY[TLU[]LY`WYV\K[OPZ`LHY
6\Y`LHY);,*(Y[HUK+LZPNUZ[\KLU[Z,YPUU,TTZHUK+HUPLS4HJOWYVK\JLKZVTLV\[Z[HUKPUN^VYR[OPZ`LHYJV]LYPUN
development and making of educational toys, architectural designs using Biomimicry as the basis of the design work and creating a piece
VMJVTT\UP[`HY[MVYHSVJHS.`TUHZ[PJZ(JHKLT`,YPUUHUK+HUPLS»ZOHYK^VYRWHPKVɈ^OLU[OL`^LYLIV[OH^HYKLK+PZ[PUJ[PVU:[HYMVY
the work they produced. We were all very proud of them as the hard work and dedication they put into their work was exemplary.
Our year 11 Produce Design and Resistant
Materials students also produced some
L_JLSSLU[WYHJ[PJHSV\[JVTLZMVY[OLPYÄUHS
GCSE Controlled Assessment, including
some great storage design ideas.
Year 11 Food Perpetration and Nutrition
students wowed us all with their fantastic
culinary skills used within their Non Examined
(ZZLZZTLU[^VYR(SSZ[HɈPU]VS]LKPU[OL
tasting testing of the students dishes were
blown away by the level of professionalism
and skills used to create the dishes.
Sadly due to strict assessment guidelines
photographs of the students culinary delights
cannot be published, but Mrs Salter and Mrs
Norris – Betteridge would like to congratulate
them all on their hard work and dedication.
;OLPJPUNVU[OLJHRL
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Mrs Salter Head of Technology &
Mr Firth Design & Technology Department
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Geography
(:3L]LS.LVNYHWO`-PLSK^VYR;YPW
Dorset Coastline 2018

On the 26th March 2018, Park Hall Academy’s Year
.LVNYHWOLYZHSVUN^P[OV\YL_WLY[NLVNYHWO`
[LHJOLYZ"4YZ,SSPTHUHUK4Y/\NOLZ[VVRH[YPW
KV^U[V[OLIYLH[O[HRPUN1\YHZZPJJVHZ[
:[LWWPUNV\[VM[OLZJOVVSI\Z^L^LYLOP[I`
[OLZOPUPUNYH`ZVMZ\U^OPJOOLSWLKJYLH[L\ZH
ZLUZLVMWSHJL^P[OPU[OLILHJO[V^U(M[LYH^HYT
^LSJVTLMYVT[OL7.3Z[HɈHUKILPUNZOV^U
our rooms for the two nights, we got straight
PU[VI\ZPULZZHUK[OLNYV\WVM\ZHZ^LSSHZ[^V
TLTILYZVM7.3Z[HɈOLHKLKKV^U[VVULVM[OL
TVZ[ILH\[PM\SNLVNYHWOPJHSSHUKZJHWLZVM[OL
Dorset coastline, Durdle Door.
([+\YKSL+VVYOHYKOH[ZZLJ\YLS`VUJSPWIVHYKZ
HUKYHUNPUNWVSLZPUOHUKZ^LZ[HY[LK[VJVSSLJ[
YLSPHISLÄLSK^VYRKH[HMVYV\YL_HT;OLNYV\WVM
\ZKLJPKLK[VZWSP[PU[V[OYLLNYV\WZ!1HTPLHUK)LU
\ZPUN[OLYHUNPUNWVSLZHUKJSPUVTL[LYPUVYKLY[VNL[
accurate measures of the angle of the beach and the
OLPNO[PUJYLHZL3H\YLUJSHZZPÄLK[OLYV\UKULZZVM
[OLWLIISLZZLKPTLU[VUHWV^LYZZJHSLVMMYVT
which Hamza and I had systematically and randomly
WPJRLKHUKTLHZ\YLKMYVTLHJOYHUNPUNWVSL;OL
KH[HJVSSLJ[PUN^LKPK^HZ[OLUYLWLH[LK[OYLLTVYL
[PTLZH[V[OLYSVJH[PVUZHSVUN[OL1\YHZZPJ*VHZ[
such as Lulworth Cove and Lyme Regis, over the
JV\WSLVMKH`Z
Returning back to the PGL site, out of breath,
^LOLHKLK[VV\YV^UJSHZZYVVT^OLYL^LW\[
By Hannah Coward, Year 12
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all of our collected data together and created
SPULNYHWOZHUKJVTWVZP[LIHYNYHWOZPUVYKLY
MVY\Z[VJVTWHYLMVYV\YL_HT(S[OV\NO[OPZ
TH`ZLLTSPRLHSV[VMOHYK^VYRP[KPKU»[Z[VW
[OLM\UMYVTOHWWLUPUN>L^LYLHISL[VKV[OL
activity of shooting and during the evenings we
headed into the games room on the site where we
WSH`LKNHTLZVMKHY[ZHUKWVVS[OH[IYV\NO[[OL
JVTWL[P[P]LZPKLZHUKZLJYL[[HSLU[ZV\[VM4YZ
Elliman and Mr Hughes and afterwards they even
IYV\NO[\ZHWPU[VMJVRL;OLUPNO[YV\UKLKVɈ
with quiz games, where we challenged each other’s
knowledge.
On the last day, we visited the town of Weymouth
and learnt about the history in which the town has
WSH`LKHIPNWHY[PUV\YJV\U[Y`[VKH`"K\YPUN[OL
^HYZHUK[OL6S`TWPJZ>L^LYLHISL[VOH]L
HJOH[^P[OTHU`SVJHSZ^OPJOKL]LSVWLKV\YZLUZL
VMWSHJLHUKTHKL\ZMLLSTVYLSPRLHUPUZPKLY>L
JVSSLJ[LK]HYPV\ZWPJ[\YLZVMLHJOSVJH[PVU¯4YZ
Elliman took thousands, not only for our exam and
coursework but our memories as well.
Overall, even though we all worked extremely hard,
^L^LYLKPZHWWVPU[LK^OLU[OL[YPW^HZV]LY
5V[VUS`KPK[OL[YPW[LHJO\ZTHU`[OPUNZHIV\[
[OLMHTV\Z1\YHZZPJ*VHZ[I\[P[[H\NO[\ZTHU`
KPɈLYLU[[OPUNZHIV\[V\YZLS]LZHZHUPUKP]PK\HS
Z\JOHZ[OLMHJ[[OH[3H\YLU^HZHUL_WLY[PU
ZOVV[PUN¯0HTSVVRPUNMVY^HYK[V[OLM\Y[OLY[YPWZ
to come!

@LHY(:.LVNYHWO`,_WLYPLUJL
.LVNYHWO`OHZILLUMHZJPUH[PUN[OPZ`LHYHZ^L
have learnt about a magnitude of hazards like some
VM[OLTVZ[LY\W[P]L]VSJHUVLZHYV\UK[OL^VYSK
HUK[OLPYPTWHJ[ZVU[OLSVJHSHUKPU[LYUH[PVUHS
WVW\SH[PVUZ;OPZPZVULVM[OLWO`ZPJHS[VWPJZ
along with coasts that you cover in Year 12. You
^PSSHSZVZ[\K`JOHUNPUNWSHJLZ^OPJOPZWHY[VM
O\THUNLVNYHWO`HUKPUJVYWVYH[LZNLVNYHWO`PU[V
`V\YL]LY`KH`SPMLI`JVTWHYPUNWLVWSLZ»KPɈLYLU[
WLYJLW[PVUZVMWSHJL
;OLSLZZVUZHYL]LY`LUQV`HISLHUK[OLYLPZHNVVK
^VYRPUNH[TVZWOLYL^P[OPU[OLJSHZZ^OPJOHSSV^Z
us to work at our very best. There is an abundance
VMHJ[P]P[PLZ[OH[[HRLWSHJLK\YPUNSLZZVUZSPRL
revision quizzes, 3D models and knowledge
YL[YPL]HSHJ[P]P[PLZ[OH[RLLWZ\ZLUNHNLK0U
addition the teachers are highly motivated and
HYLOPNOS`LU[O\ZPHZ[PJHIV\[.LVNYHWO`HUKHYL
HS^H`Z[OLYL[VOLSW^P[OHU`X\LYPLZHUKZ\WWVY[
you through your work.
6]LY[OL`LHY^LOH]LILLUVU[^V[YPWZ[V
,YKPUN[VUHUK+VYZL[+\YPUN[OLZLÄLSK[YPWZ
we have carried out data collections in various
MVYTZHSSV^PUN\Z[VNHPU]HS\HISLL_WLYPLUJLPU
recording data and communication skills through
doing questionnaires/interviews. Not only has the
JV\YZLHSSV^LK\Z[VPTWYV]LV\YNLVNYHWO`ZRPSSZ
P[OHZ]HZ[S`KL]LSVWLKV\YTH[OLTH[PJHSI`KVPUN
various analysing such as Standard Deviation which
examines the validity of the results and allows us to
reach conclusions.
>OH[THRLZNLVNYHWO`Z[HUKV\[MYVTHSS[OLV[OLY
Z\IQLJ[ZPZ[OLLUNHNLTLU[[OLZ\IQLJ[OHZ^P[O
the outside world. Mrs. Elliman and Mr. Hughes
HS^H`ZRLLW[OLTVVKVM[OLSLZZVUWVZP[P]LHUK
LUQV`HISLNP]PUN\ZPUZWPYH[PVU[VHJOPL]L[OLILZ[
YLZ\S[ZWVZZPISL;OLVWWVY[\UP[PLZNP]LU[V`V\I`
NLVNYHWO`(SL]LSJHUILJY\JPHS[V\UKLYZ[HUKPUN
[OL^VYSKHYV\UK`V\;OPZJHUOLSW`V\W\YZ\L
THU`KPɈLYLU[JHYLLYZMVYL_HTWSLHTL[LVYVSVNPZ[
VYLU]PYVUTLU[HSPZ[HUK\ZL[OLWYLZLU[H[PVUZRPSSZ
that you gain in this course.
I can’t wait to come back next year refreshed after
ZP_^LLRZVɈ[VKLS]LKLLWLYPU[V[OLZ\IQLJ[HUK
[VILJVTLHULSP[LNLVNYHWOLYSPRL1HTPL/\U[0
OVWL[VI\PSK\WVUT`RUV^SLKNLHUKKL]LSVW
our skills as a class to be carried forward into our
M\[\YLJHYLLYWYVZWLJ[ZHUKOVWLM\SS`THU`UL^
Z[\KLU[Z^PSSMVSSV^VU[OPZZHTLWH[O
By Ben Brassington
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Performing
Arts
Park Hall Alumni
Vicky attended Park Hall School and 6th form from 1990-1997 and
was always involved heavily with the school’s dance and drama
WLYMVYTHUJLZ
)L[^LLU  =PJR`ZL[\WHUKYHUH
school dance club. Vicky entered pupils for
external exams with the International Dance
Teacher’s Association.
As a result of her community dance work,
in 1996 Vicky won the local, regional and
national competition ran by the Lions Club and
became England’s representative at the Lions
International Youth Conference in Denmark.
Vicky continued to gain her dance teaching
X\HSPÄJH[PVUZ^OPSZ[Q\NNSPUN\UP]LYZP[`HUK
professional dance performance work around
the UK and abroad, before setting up Spotlight
Stage School in 2000.
Vicky believes that the opportunities given to
her whilst at Park Hall helped her immensely

and said “looking back, everything I know about
teaching, choreography and leadership started
IHJRH[7HYR/HSS:JOVVS;OLZ[HɈ^LYLHS^H`Z
so supportive and encouraging and without the
opportunities they gave me I doubt I would be
where I am today.”
Dozens of former Park Hall pupils have trained
at Spotlight Stage School. Most attend just for
fun and leave with great childhood memories,
but some continue into the profession. Amy
>YPNO[SLM[1LZZPJH0SZSL`SLM[HUK
*OHYSPL9VIPUZVUSLM[HSSNHPULKM\UKLK
places at top post-18 performing arts colleges
and are now working as professional dancers
on cruise ships around the world and as
professional actresses for the BBC.

Britain’s Got Talent

There are many current Park
Hall pupils who attend Spotlight
Stage School, but special
mention must go to Charley
4J4HOVU@LHY/VSS`
7HSTLY@LHYHUK5H[OHU
7HYRPUZVU@LHY^OVOH]L
Q\Z[YLHJOLK[OLZLTPÄUHSZ
of Britain’s Got Talent 2018
with Spotlight’s ‘AcroCadabra’
troupe. AcroCadabra performed
their mix of dance, acrobatics
and magic on Wednesday night’s
live show to over 10 million
]PL^LYZ
Nathan Parkinson took on the
lead role and said “BGT was the
best thing I have ever done and
has given me memories I will
UL]LYMVYNL[¹
For further details about
Spotlight Stage School please
contact Vicky on 0121 242 3904
VYLTHPS!]PJR`'
spotlightstageschool.co.uk.

0::<,505,

Amy Wright
Huge congratulations go to
Amy Wright who left Park
Hall Academy in 2012.

(T`^LU[VU[VZ[\K`7LYMVYTPUN(Y[ZH[[OLWYLZ[PNPV\Zº3HPUL;OLH[YL(Y[Z»JVSSLNL
PU3VUKVU:OL^HZH^HYKLKHM\SSZJOVSHYZOPWHZHYLZ\S[VMU\TLYV\ZH\KP[PVUZ[V
ILJVTLVULVMHULSP[LNYV\WVMZ[\KLU[Z[VILH^HYKLKZ\JOHMHU[HZ[PJVWWVY[\UP[`[V
[YHPUHSVUNZPKL[VWWYVMLZZPVUHSZPU[OLI\ZPULZZ

After attending the Laine Theatre School Amy (who uses
[OLZ[HNLUHTL(T`(UKLYZVUHWWLHYLKPU[OLWYLX\LS
[V[OL/HYY`7V[[LYÄSTZLYPLZ[OLº-HU[HZ[PJ)LHZ[ZHUK
Where to Find them,’ in Father Brown and numerous
V[OLY;=YVSLZ3HZ[Z\TTLYZOLWSH`LKº/LYV»PU4\JO
(KVHIV\[5V[OPUNHUKº7\JR»PU(4PKZ\TTLY5PNO[»Z
+YLHTH[[OL*HTIYPKNL:OHRLZWLHYL-LZ[P]HS(T`
HSZVMV\UK[OL[PTL[V^YP[LHZOVY[WSH`PUJVSSHIVYH[PVU
^P[O;OL)PYTPUNOHT9LW^OPJO^HZWLYMVYTLKH[[OL
theatre.

Midsummer Nights Dream

>LHYLIL`VUKWYV\K>LSSKVUL(T`
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Cinderella

*PUKLYLSSHHUK4VYL(ISL>VYRZOVWHUK7LYMVYTHUJL

On the 8th February, sixty more able students in Performing Arts
took part in a very exciting workshop with some of the company
members from Matthew Bourne’s Dance Company. Two company
dancers led a practical session where students got a chance to
L_WSVYL4H[[OL^)V\YUL»Z\UPX\LZ[VY`[LSSPUNHUKJOVYLVNYHWOPJ
language and to learn repertoire from the show Cinderella. This
^HZMVSSV^LKI`H8 (ZLZZPVU;OPZ^HZHUL_[YHVYKPUHY`
experience for them to continue to enrich their learning. To
support the workshop students also attended the evening
performance of Cinderella where they watched the dance work in
a live setting. It was such a superb day for all students involved.
“I enjoyed the workshop on the Cinderella performance as it was
a great opportunity to work in an environment full of other dancers
and to be taught by professionals. The set phrase we learnt was
challenging but also a great experience to learn about what the
performers do every day. The intricate and abstract movements
HUKOV^[OL`W\[KPɈLYLU[TV]LTLU[Z[VNL[OLY^HZOLSWM\S
because it’s something we could all go away with to help when
we’re dancing”
Annabel Ward Year 10 GCSE Dance student
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4H[[OL^)V\YUL»Z*PUKLYLSSHPZ\ULX\P]VJHSS`VULVM[OLILZ[
performances I have ever seen and I feel so lucky that I, along
with other students, got to see it. On the way to the performance
we talked about the amazing workshop that we took part in and
where the movement that we learnt could be in the performance.
The atmosphere in the auditorium was fantastic; the air raid
noises that surrounded the room were enough to terrify us. When
the performance started we all became mesmerised by the ballet
HUKJV\SKU»[[HRLV\YL`LZVɈVM[OLZ[HNL;OL>VYSK>HY
take on the story of Cinderella was extraordinary and the theme
of war made the movement absolutely breath-taking. The music
and lighting only added to the amazing movement and helped
to highlight key moments that shouldn’t be missed. During the
performance, I didn’t know where to look on stage; I felt like if
I looked in one place I would miss something else so my eyes
^LYLJVUZ[HU[S`TV]PUNHJYVZZ[OLZ[HNL[VSVVRH[KPɈLYLU[
dancers. The compelling story made all of us cry. I would highly
recommend the show to anyone and I feel incredibly lucky to have
gotten the chance to see it.
Nancy Chance-Osman Year 10 Performing Arts student

Royal Albert Hall
Park Hall Academy choir ready to take centre stage at Royal Albert Hall
Park Hall Academy school choir hit the right notes at a prestigious
concert at the Royal Albert Hall. Park Hall Academy’s Creative Choir
QVPULKV]LYJOVPYZPU3VUKVU^P[OW\WPS(S`ZOH4HKKVJRZ:WVVULYH[
the helm. More than 2,000 singers from across the UK joined forces at
the Armonico Consort’s education programme at the Royal Albert Hall
concert in front of The Duke of Kent.
The choirs are formed through its in-school Choir Creation scheme,
HM[LYZJOVVSJOVPYZHUK:WLJPHS,K\JH[PVUHS5LLKZ:,5WYVQLJ[Z
Alysha has been the student choir leader of the Park Hall Academy’s
Creative Choir for over a year.
The 16 year old said:

¸>L[Y`[VILHZJYLH[P]LHZWVZZPISLZV[OH[^LSP]L
\W[VV\YUHTL>LWLYMVYTTHZO\WZVM^LSSRUV^U
songs that we know an audience will love, or take a
well-known song and include our own creative twist
I`HKKPUNUL^OHYTVUPLZVYV]LYSHWZVMZPUNPUN6\Y
YLOLHYZHSZMVYHWLYMVYTHUJLJHUILPU[LUZLVYYLSH_LK
but I try my hardest to make sure that they are also
M\U,]LY`VULJHUILHWLYMLJ[PVUPZ[H[[PTLZZV^OLU
HZVUNPZÄUPZOLK^LKVU»[Z[VW[OLYLILJH\ZL[OLYL»Z
HS^H`ZYVVTMVYPTWYV]LTLU[>OLUT`ZPUNLYZ
WLYMVYT[OLPY[HSLU[ZOPULZ[OYV\NOHSVUN^P[OHSS[OL
evident hard work.”
The young performers raised the roof with massed singing of music
HZKP]LYZLHZ;HRL;OH[HUK;OL3PVU2PUN[VVWLYHHUK)HYVX\L;OL
WLYMVYTLYZHUK[OLH\KPLUJLTLTILYZQVPULKPUHWPLJLJYLH[LK
I`JOPSKYLU^P[OTVKLYH[LHUKWYVMV\UKSLHYUPUNKPɉJ\S[PLZHZWHY[VM
AC Academy’s ground-breaking SEN work.
The choirs were accompanied by a professional band of West End
musicians and joined on stage by special guests, Strictly Come Dancing
stars Gorka and Dianne and actor Mark Williams, known to millions as
(Y[O\Y>LHZSL`PU[OL/HYY`7V[[LYÄSTZ
Mrs Cullum-Kenyon, Head of Performing Arts said:

¸;OL*YLH[P]L*OVPYPZH]LY`ZWLJPHSWHY[VMV\YZJOVVS
>LHYLHSSL_[YLTLS`WYV\KVM(S`ZOHHUK[OLTLTILYZ
VM[OLJOVPYHUKOHKHMHU[HZ[PJL_WLYPLUJLZ[HUKPUN
united with other schools at The Royal Albert Hall.”

CREATIVE CHOIR SINGERS
Maddie Baker

Deacon Jones

Courtney Roe

Lily Beddows

Chloe Latumba

Annabel Ward

Georgia-Rose Bowen

Alysha Maddocks-Spooner

Abigail Wilde

Freya Brown

Chloe Nokes

Lily Wood

Cara Davies

Ella Rhodes

Harmony Wheeldon

Annie-May Gates

Alicia Roberts

Poppie Dearn

Mrs Emilie Cullum-Kenyon Head of Preforming Arts Faculty
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Bugsy
14th May 2018 - A Year 10
L_HTWLYMVYTHUJLZ[HYYPUN
some More Able KS3 students

Since September we have been studying BTEC Performing Arts. At
the start of the year, we were split up into two pathways, a drama
pathway and a musical theatre pathway, this was because of the
amazing musical theatre talent we have in our class. We started
[OL`LHYI`[HRPUNWHY[PUKPɈLYLU[^VYRZOVWZ[VOLSWKL]LSVWV\Y
performance skills. In January, we started working on Bugsy Malone
and have been using the skills that we learnt at the start of the year
to help us to become our characters. During this year we have
become a very tight knit group of friends and this has helped us to
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become even closer on stage. We have all encouraged each other
[VIL[OLILZ[[OH[^LJHUIL>LOH]LHSSNHPULKHSV[VMJVUÄKLUJL
and come out of our shells because of this.
Everyone has been very committed to this performance and have
attended many rehearsals after school and in the half term.
>P[OPUV\YJHZ[^LOH]LHU\TILYVM[HSLU[LK@LHYHUK@LHY 
students who have joined us so that they too can experience being
in an exam performance before they start their KS4 journey.

)`5HUJ`*OHUJL6ZTHUHUK-YL`H)YV^U@LHY
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Art

(Y[ ;YPW[V
3VUKVU1HU\HY`
Saatchi Gallery, The
Tate Modern and The
National Portrait Gallery
The AS and A2 Art Students had an amazing day in London
at the Saatchi Gallery, The Tate Modern and The National
7VY[YHP[.HSSLY`.HSSLYPLZ^OPJOWYV]PKLKHZWHJLMVYYLÅLJ[PVU
experimentation, inspiration, creativity, enjoyment and allowed for
authentic learning experiences.
Taking the students to London gave them the opportunity to
explore the textures of paintings up close, the drapery dangling
VɈTHYISLZ[H[\LZHUK[OLZJHSLVMHSHYNLJHU]HZ;OPZW\[ZHY[
PUHJVTWSL[LS`KPɈLYLU[WLYZWLJ[P]L[V]PL^PUNP[VUHWOVULVY
a laptop.
;OL:[\KLU[ZOHKHUL_OH\Z[PUNI\[MHU[HZ[PJKH`HUKILULÄ[LK
largely form the experience.
Mrs Hurst, Art Teacher
¸0[^HZYLHSS`M\UNVPUN[V[OL[OYLLKPɈLYLU[NHSSLYPLZ0»TNSHK0
didn’t miss it. I was really surprised by the scale of all the artwork.
It’s one thing to see it on a computer screen or in a book but it’s
another thing going and actually seeing it in real life; it’s insane
OV^O\NL[OLWPLJLZVMHY[HJ[\HSS`HYL0KLÄUP[LS`YLJVTTLUK
that future A-level art students go on this trip if they’re given the
opportunity.”
Harrison Howell
“I thoroughly enjoyed the art trip to London, especially being
fortunate enough to share it with such inspiring people. A gallery
that really struck a cord with me was the Saatchi gallery as I
felt that the art movement was so powerful provoking so many
KPɈLYLU[LTV[PVUZ0ILSPL]LHY[[YPWZ^PSSIL]LY`ILULÄJPHSPU
the future, London is such a vibrant city full of opportunity and I
believe that everybody should experience it.”
A2 Student, Myah Khela-Ingram

“The trip to London was an incredibly eye opening experience,
unlike any other I have had before, seeing artwork in person
gave me so much inspiration and has pushed me to push myself
throughout my project.”
(:[\KLU[1VZO\H6YMVYK
“I really enjoyed going to the art galleries in London for the art
trip as it inspired and motivated me to do a lot more experiments
and discover the depth of art. Going to the galleries helped me
L_WSVYLH^PKLYYHUNLVM[LJOUPX\LZHUKTLKPH`V\JHU\ZLPU
art. I have been to London once before with family but going to
]PZP[HY[NHSSLYPLZ^P[O[OL[LHJOLYZHUKT`MYPLUKZ^HZHKPɈLYLU[
and an amazing experience.”
A2 Student Zunaira Taimoor
“The art trip to London was an eye opening experience which
allowed me to further understand the work produced by other
artists, and I valued the chance to witness other works of art
which would allow me to improve in my own work.”
(::[\KLU[1VYKHU4HY[PU
‘’I really enjoyed the London art trip. It was a great experience to
physically see traditional art and contemporary art in the same
place. It helped me a lot to get ideas and methods from artists
while I was analysing the art work in the Tate Modern and the
Saatchi gallery. I will use this experience to transfer ideas into my
A-level art work.’’
;HTPH1HɉLY

.PM[LK ;HSLU[LK8\V[LZMYVT(Y[Z[\KLU[ZHIV\[[OLPY^VYR
“I am going on to study Fashion Design at
)PYTPUNOHT*P[`<UP]LYZP[`PU:LW[LTILY0YLJLP]LK
HU\UJVUKP[PVUHSVɈLYMVYHZWHJLVU[OL)(+LNYLL
JV\YZLIHZLKVUT`(3L]LSWVY[MVSPV[OH[T`[LHJOLYZ
OLSWLKTLW\[[VNL[OLY0YLHSS`MLLS[OH[0OH]L
KL]LSVWLKT`ZRPSSZV]LY[OLSHZ[`LHYZLUHISPUNTL
[VW\YZ\LT`PU[LYLZ[PU[OLMHZOPVUPUK\Z[Y`¹
¸0^LU[VU[OLHY[[YPW^OPJONH]LTL[OLVWWVY[\UP[`
[V]PZP[3VUKVUMVY[OLÄYZ[[PTL^P[OHNYV\WVMWLVWSL
[OH[0OHKHNYLH[[PTL^P[OPUZWPYPUNTL[V]PZP[TVYL
J\S[\YHSHUKHY[PZ[PJWSHJLZSPRL3VUKVUPU[OLM\[\YL¹
Rhiannon Smith Y13 A2 Fine Art
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“I am extremely excited to begin the year 13 art
QV\YUL`HZ[OLZ[LW\WMYVT.*:,[V(SL]LSOHZILLU
HJOHSSLUNLVM^OPJO0OH]LLUQV`LK,UHISPUN[OLHY[
classes to visit the Galleries in London triggered my
JYLH[P]LZWHYRHUKHY[OHZUV^ILJVTLHUPTTLKPH[L
WHZZPVUZVTL[OPUN^OPJO0^PSSW\YZ\LPU[OLM\[\YL
;OL(:JV\YZL^HZHMHZ[WHJLWYVQLJ[HUKMYVT.*:,
T`ZRPSSZOH]LKL]LSVWLKHUKHKHW[LK[V[OLX\HSP[`VM
^VYRYLX\PYLK^OPJO^HZPUÅ\LUJLKI`4PZZ/\YZ[HUK
OLYZ\WWVY[PU[OLHY[KLWHY[TLU[¹
Faye Tuberville Y12 AS Fine Art

Gifted
& Talented
Year 11
(Y[^VYRMYVT(PZOH(UQ\T^OVJOVZL[V
L_WSVYL[OL[P[SLJVU[YHZ[HUKMVJ\ZVMOLY
MH]V\YP[LHYLHVMZ[\K`WVY[YHP[\YL;OL
student researched into a variety of artists
HUKJYLH[LKWPLJLZVMHY[^VYRPUH]HYPL[`
VMTLKPHPUYLZWVUZL[V[OPZJYLH[PUN
V\[Z[HUKPUNÄUHSWPLJLZ

(PZOH(UQ\T@.*:,7VY[MVPSV
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Year 11
Artwork from Lucie Matthews who chose
[VL_WSVYL[OL[P[SLJVU[YHZ[HUKMVJ\ZVM
OLYMH]V\YP[LHYLHVMZ[\K`WVY[YHP[\YL;OL
student researched into a variety of artists
HUKJYLH[LKWPLJLZVMHY[^VYRPUH]HYPL[`
VMTLKPHPUYLZWVUZL[V[OPZJYLH[PUN
V\[Z[HUKPUNÄUHSWPLJLZ

Lucie Matthews
Y11 GCSE Fine Art
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Faye Turberville Y13 AS Level

Year 13
Faye Turberville has made a fantastic
KL]LSVWTLU[MYVT.*:,[V(:3L]LSZOLOHZ
ILLUHTIP[PV\ZPUOLY^VYRWYVK\JPUNZVTL
large scale highly skilled work. The success of her
^VYROHZILLUKV^U[V-H`L»ZWVZP[P]LH[[P[\KL
WLYZL]LYHUJLHUK[HSLU[>LHSSJHUUV[^HP[[VZLL
^OH[ZOLWYVK\JLZH[(3L]LS
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Year 13
Rhiannon has become known for her
detailed, quality and intricate artwork.
9OPHUUVUOHZHS^H`ZZOV^UHWHZZPVU
HUKÅHPYMVYMHZOPVUZV^LHYL[OYPSSLK
ZOLOHZYLJLP]LKHU\UJVUKP[PVUHSVɈLY
to study at BCU and wish her a very
successful career.

Rhiannon Smith
Y13 A2 Fine Art
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Community Art
>VYRPUNPUWHY[ULYZOPW^P[O[OLSVJHSJVTT\UP[`
;OL);,*5H[PVUHS(Y[HUK+LZPNUZ[\KLU[ZHYLYLX\PYLK[VWYVK\JLH
JVTT\UP[`HY[WYVQLJ[HZWHY[VM[OL);,*5H[PVUHSX\HSPÄJH[PVU
After approaching a number of small businesses, they contacted
Birmingham Gymnastics Academy with a view to designing and
installing a new mural in reception as part of their assessment
unit on ‘Community Art’.
The project provided our students with the opportunity to
produce a mural to really enhance the reception area at the
gymnastics club. Erin and Daniel really thought about the

design which depicts gymnastics teddies ‘Gym Training’ on
a train. Jessica and Natasha Browne were really pleased with
the students work, commenting that, “Birmingham Gymnastics
Academy were absolutely delighted to have the opportunity to
work with two amazing young people from Park Hall Academy.
We would like to say a massive thank you to Erin, Daniel, Mrs
Salter and Mr Firth. The club really appreciate all your hard work
HUK^LRUV^[OLJOPSKYLU^PSSSV]LP[¹

Mrs Salter Head of Technology & Mr Firth Design & Technology Department
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Google

@LHYZ[\KLU[ZZWLU[[OLPY^VYRL_WLYPLUJL^LLRH[
<UP]LYZP[`*VSSLNL)PYTPUNOHTKL]LSVWPUN[OLPYZRPSSZPUKPNP[HS
THYRL[PUN;OL^VYRL_WLYPLUJL^HZWHY[VM[OL:VJPHS4LKPH
WYVQLJ[VYNHUPZLK[OYV\NO(PT/PNOLY<*),TWV^LYPUN
-\[\YLZHUKKLSP]LYLKI`3H\YH=HULZZH4\UVaHUK1VHUUH
(_PU[L+\YPUN[OL^LLRW\WPSZ^VYRLKJSVZLS`^P[OJSPLU[Z
JYLH[PUNJHTWHPNUZ[VOLSWKL]LSVWNYV^[OHUKWYVTV[L[OLPY
I\ZPULZZLZ7\WPSZOLSKHUPUP[PHSTLL[PUNHUK8 (ZLZZPVU^P[O
[OLPYJSPLU[ZVU[OLÄYZ[KH`VM[OL^LLR^OPJOLUHISLKW\WPSZ
[VPKLU[PM`[OLJSPLU[ULLKZHUKVIQLJ[P]LZMVYLHJOJHTWHPNU
6UJL[OLHPTZHUKVIQLJ[P]LZOHKILLUHNYLLK^P[O[OLJSPLU[
W\WPSZZWLU[[PTLYLZLHYJOPUNLHJOI\ZPULZZ[HYNL[H\KPLUJL
JVTWL[P[VYZHUKJVTT\UPJH[PVUTL[OVKZILMVYLKL]LSVWPUNH
JYLH[P]LHUKJVVYKPUH[LKKPNP[HSTHYRL[PUNZ[YH[LN`6U[OLÄUHS
KH`VM[OL^LLRW\WPSZZOHYLK[OLPYÄUHSV\[JVTLZHUKWYVWVZHSZ
^P[O[OLJSPLU[HUKV[OLYZ[\KLU[Z[OYV\NOL_[YLTLS`WYVMLZZPVUHS
HUK^LSSWSHUULKWYLZLU[H[PVUZ0[^HZHTHaPUN[VZLL[OL
JVUÄKLUJLHUKWYPKLPU[OLW\WPSZHZ[OL`WP[JOLK[OLPYPKLHZ
;OLÄUHSL[V[OL+PNP[HS4HYRL[PUN^VYRZOVWZHUK4LKPH^VYR
L_WLYPLUJL^HZHJLSLIYH[PVU]PZP[[V3VUKVUVU[OLUK1\S`0U
[V[HSZ[\KLU[Z^OVOHKILLUPU]VS]LKPU[OLWYVQLJ[H[[LUKLK
[OL[YPW;OLTVYUPUNILNHU^P[OH]PZP[[V[OL)YP[PZO4\ZL\T
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Sixth Form Media work
L_WLYPLUJLHUK]PZP[[V
Google

HUKZ[\KLU[Z^LYLHISL[VL_WSVYL[OLKL]LSVWTLU[VM/\THU
/PZ[VY`HUKJ\S[\YL[OYV\NO[OLMHU[HZ[PJL_OPIP[ZVUKPZWSH`
;OLOPNOSPNO[VM[OL[YPW^HZ]PZP[[V[OL<2OLHKX\HY[LYZVM
Google. Students were taken on a tour of the building, walking
[OYV\NO[OL[OLTLKJVYYPKVYZHUKVɉJLZ"JYLH[P]LS`UHTLK
after British Sitcoms, David Bowie songs and Harry Potter
IVVRZYH[OLY[OHUÅVVYZHUKYVVTU\TILYZ;OLI\PSKPUNOHZ
P[ZV^U.`TUHZP\T^P[OTY\UUPUN[YHJRYLZ[H\YHU[Z
conference rooms, games room, Youtube recording studios and
HÅVVYKLKPJH[LK[V[OLKL]LSVWTLU[VM(Y[PÄJPHS0U[LSSPNLUJL
;OLZ[\KLU[ZL_WLYPLUJLK[OLMHU[HZ[PJ]PL^ZPU[OLZ\UZOPUL
from the roof garden, looking out at the London Eye, St Paul’s
*H[OLKYHSHUK;OL:OHYK.VVNSLLTWSV`LLZºOV[KLZR»K\YPUN
[OLPY^VYRPUNKH`HUK[OLYVVMNHYKLU^HZHWVW\SHY^VYRPUN
ZWHJLPU[OLKLNYLLOLH[^P[OHJSLHYIS\LZR`:[\KLU[Z^LYL
NP]LU[OYLL[HSRZMYVT.VVNSLLTWSV`LLZLHJOKPZJ\ZZPUN[OLPY
KPɈLYLU[QVIYVSLZH[.VVNSL/8PUJS\KPUN"@V\[\ILHUHS`ZPZ<ZLY
PU[LYMHJLKLZPNULYMVY(0HWWZHUK4V[PVUKLZPNULY;OL[HSRZ
^LYLLUNHNPUNHUKPUMVYTH[P]LOLSWPUNZ[\KLU[Z\UKLYZ[HUK[OL
THU`WH[O^H`ZPU[VHJHYLLYPU[OLTLKPHPUK\Z[Y`:[\KLU[Z
[OVYV\NOS`LUQV`LK[OL]PZP[HUK0»TZ\YLTHU`^V\SKSV]L[V
work for Google in the future.

Mr Edwards
Head of Media Studies

¸=PZP[PUN.VVNSL^HZHM\UHUKNYLH[SLHYUPUNL_WLYPLUJL0^HZ
able to have a greater understanding of what it is like working for
HO\NLTLKPHVYNHUPZH[PVU0[OHZOLSWLKTL[V\UKLYZ[HUK^OH[
RPUKZVMQVIYVSLZHYLH]HPSHISLHUKOV^[VNHPULTWSV`TLU[
VUJL0JVTWSL[L<UP]LYZP[`¹ Chloe Reynolds
¸;OL]PZP[[V.VVNSL^HZPUZWPYPUNHUK]HS\HISL0[OHZ
^PKLULKT`\UKLYZ[HUKPUNVMTLKPHHUK[OLWVZZPISLJYLH[P]L
WYVMLZZPVUZ[OH[0JHUWYVJLLKPU[V¹ Megan Kennedy
¸;OL^VYRL_WLYPLUJL^HZL_[YLTLS`\ZLM\SMVYTLHZP[LUHISLK
TL[VKL]LSVWT`JVUÄKLUJLILJH\ZL0^HZW\ZOLKV\[VM
T`JVTMVY[aVUL^OLU[HZRLK^P[OWYLZLU[H[PVUZHUKÄSTLK
PU[LY]PL^Z.VVNSL^HZNYLH[S`PUZPNO[M\SILJH\ZLP[OLSWLKTL
\UKLYZ[HUK[OLYHUNLVMJHYLLYZWH[O^H`ZHUKVWWVY[\UP[PLZ
H]HPSHISLPU[OLJYLH[P]LÄLSK¹Ellie Roberts
(ZZVTLVUL^OVPZL_[YLTLS`PU[YPN\LKI`[OLWYVZWLJ[VMH
JHYLLYPUKPNP[HSTHYRL[PUN[OL^VYRL_WLYPLUJLLUHISLKTL
to gain an insight on the industry and the life of a business in
the online world. With the ever growing use of social media by
JVTWHUPLZHUKVYNHUPZH[PVUZ[VTHYRL[HWYVK\J[VYPUJYLHZL

brand awareness, I will
KLÄUP[LS`JVUZPKLYJVU[PU\PUN
to work in it after my time in Year 13.
Working individually and with a team to create
HZVJPHSTLKPHZ[YH[LN`MVYHZ[HY[\WI\ZPULZZ^HZ
L_OPSHYH[PUNHUKPUJYLHZLKT`PU[LYLZ[ZPNUPÄJHU[S`;OL
^LLRV]LYHSSOLSWLKT`PUKLWLUKLUJLHUKT`JVSSHIVYH[PVU
^OPJO[OLYLMVYLLUHISLKTLHUKT`[LHT[VWYVK\JLHZ[YH[LN`
MVY[OLJVTWHU`[OH[L]LUPUJS\KLKHZLJVUKWYVTV[PVUHS
video.” 1VZO/HUKZ
¸;OL^VYRL_WLYPLUJL^HZHYLHSS`]HS\HISLL_WLYPLUJLHZP[
[LHJOLZWLVWSL[VIL^OV[OL`HYL^OPSZ[^VYRPUNPUHNYV\W
0[OLSWLKL]LY`VULIL^OV[OL`HYL^OLU^VYRPUN^P[OV[OLYZ
HUKOLSWLK^P[O[LHT^VYRHZP[HSSV^LKWLVWSL[V^VYR^P[O
KPɈLYLU[NYV\WZ;OPZ^HZ[OLÄYZ[[PTL[OH[0^VYRLKV\[ZPKLT`
MYPLUKZOPWNYV\W^OPJOW\ZOLKTLV\[VMT`JVTMVY[aVUL;OL
^LLRHSSV^LKTL[VW\ZOT`ZLSMHUKM\Y[OLYT`ZRPSSZ=PZP[PUN
.VVNSL^HZHMHU[HZ[PJL_WLYPLUJLHZP[VWLULK\WT`L`LZ[V
the working world. I was able to see that the work environment
can be fun.” Ben Wright
¸;OL^VYRL_WLYPLUJL^LLRYLHSS`OLSWLKTLKL]LSVWZRPSSZ^P[O
PUKLWLUKLUJLHUKJVUÄKLUJL)LPUNHISL[VJVTT\UPJH[L^P[O
HULU[YLWYLUL\Y^HZHNYLH[JOHUJLMVYTL[VNHPURUV^SLKNL
HIV\[^OH[P[PZSPRL[VW\[L]LY`[OPUN`V\OH]LPU[VHZTHSS
I\ZPULZZ;OL.VVNSL[YPWL_WHUKLKT`]PL^ZVUJVTWHUPLZSPRL
Google and it has really made me consider university as a real
VW[PVUMVYT`M\[\YL¹1VL/HTISPU
PA R K L I F E /   

Year 11 Prom
;OL@LHY7YVT[VVRWSHJLVU-YPKH` [O1\UL
and was another great success.

The turnout was amazing and students looked fantastic in their
WYVTKYLZZLZHUKZ\P[Z;OL`^LYLKYVWWLKVɈPUKPɈLYLU[
modes of transport including limousines, sports cars and a horse
HUKJHYYPHNL
Once they arrived at the Forest of Arden Hotel students were
^LSJVTLKI`Z[HɈHUKZL[[SLKKV^U[V^H[JO[OLHUU\HSWYVT
awards. After a bite to eat, students then partied the night away

and took full advantage of the photo booth, having pictures
[HRLU^P[OZ[HɈHUKZ[\KLU[Z[VJHW[\YL[OLTLTVYPLZVMHNYLH[
evening.
The Year 11’s were a credit to the Academy, and the hotel also
commented on how well the evening went and how the students
did us proud. We wish all the Year 11’s success in their exams
and good luck for their futures.
Mr David Cox Lead Head of Year
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Thank you to Geoff Tustin
at Emotional Moments
Photography for the Year 11
and Year 13 Prom photographs.
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Church Visit

Park Hall Academy’s Student Leadership Team and members of Castle
Bromwich Youth Parish Council visit St Mary & St Margaret’s Church.
Park Hall Academy students were delighted to receive an invitation to
visit St Mary & St Margaret’s Church, as part of the Heritage Project and
to develop links with the community. We were welcomed by Martin who
is driving the Heritage Project forwards to raise funds for the church
organ.
We arrived in the brilliant sunshine and were greeted by Sue and Martin
Bates the church organist, Rev Margaret MacLochlan the honorary
Curat and local historian and Bellringer Bill Darge . The students were
treated to a brief talk on the history of St Mary & St Margaret’s Church
and the surrounding area, by local historian Bill. We walked through the
Graveyard, which contains military graves from WW1 when Castle Vale
^HZ*HZ[SL)YVT^PJO(PYÄLSK>LHSZVOHKHNVVK]PL^VM[OL1HN\HY
MHJ[VY`^OLYL:WP[ÄYLZ^LYLI\PS[K\YPUN>>
([*HZ[SL/PSSUPJRUHTLZ7PTWSL/PSS)PSSL_WSHPULK^OLYL[OL5VYTHU
Motte & Bailey Castle were and where the Wooden Watchtower were
situated, at which time Bailey had the Hall of the Lord of the Manor. The
Motte & Bailey Castle is dated sometime after 1066, with the site being
occupied perhaps for 200 years.
The castle had a strategic location overlooking the Chester Road
crossing of the River Tame. When the Collector Road was built the
archaeologists found evidence of Bronze Age occupation in the form
VMÅHRLZVMÅPU[HUK[OL`HSZVMV\UKSV[ZVMWPLJLZVMWV[[LY`MYVT[OL
Roman period.
Interestingly, the students found out that the Chester Road was a
prehistoric trackway from North-West England to the South-East. Castle
Bromwich provided an important resting place for travellers, because it
^HZVU[OL:[HNLJVHJOYV\[L3VUKVU*OLZ[LYMYVT\U[PSYHPS^H`Z
JZ^P[OH`LHY»ZNHWK\YPUN[OL7SHN\L;OL>LSZO9VHK
brought thousands of cattle from North Wales to the Midlands and
London.
The earliest dated church records show that St Mary & St Margaret’s
*O\YJO^HZI\PS[PU;OL*OHUJLSPZ[OL5VYTHUJOHWLSVM[OL

Miss Bartlett Director of Social Science & Community
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Lords of the Manor. We also learned that Castle Bromwich Hall was
I\PS[PU I`:PY,K^HYK+L]LYL\_HUK;OL4HUVY^HZIV\NO[I`[OL
)YPKNLTHUMHTPS`PU^OLU[OL/HSS^HZL_[LUKLKHUK[OLJO\YJO
rebuilt.
We had a very informative tour of St Mary & St Margaret’s Church which
is a very typical 18th century church, with high pews, a 3-decker pulpit,
round headed windows and classical style columns.
Next the students were invited to visit the organ gallery probably built
early 1800s to accommodate the organ and choir. Martin removed
a number of pipes from the organ and played a number of notes by
blowing into individual pipes. We also had a rendition of Here Comes
the Bride and Jess and Connor had the opportunity to play the organ
themselves, which was a fantastic experience.
The organ was thought to be 100 years old but probably has pipes from
200 years ago. However, Martin explained that the organ needs serious
restoration because all of the leather pads dried and perished. The
YLUV]H[PVUPZLZ[PTH[LK[VJVZ[
To complete the day Castle Bromwich Bell Ringers bellringers Stuart
:[HU[VU*OYPZ9PJR\Z1VU>PSSPZHUK1VOU2LSS`RPUKSPUN[VVR[PTLVɈ
work and university to demonstrate how to use the bells. The students
were extremely excited to have the opportunity to try bell ringing and
were astonished at how physically demanding the whole process was.
The students’ tour of St Mary & St Margaret’s Church ended with a
climb up to the viewing gallery on the church roof. This was an amazing
L_WLYPLUJLHZ`V\JHUZLLHZMHYHZ2LUPS^VY[O:\[[VU*VSKÄLSKHUK[OL
surrounding areas. The view of Castle Bromwich Hall and the gardens
was breath-taking and a highlight of the visit.
It was also absolutely fantastic to catch up with previous Park Hall
Academy student Jon Willis who was award his Medical Degree at
Birmingham University on Wednesday 18th July 2018. Congratulations
1VU^LHYLTVYL[OHUWYV\K
We would like to thank everyone for enabling our students to have such
a fantastic opportunity. They absolutely loved their visit to the church.
Thank you.

Careers

/:,TWSV`LYZ]PZP[
On 11 July a dozen employers working on
the construction of the High Speed 2 train
line visited Park hall to work with a hundred
`LHYW\WPSZ;OLLTWSV`LYZJV]LYLKTHU`
of the employment areas involved in the
construction of HS2 including environmental
services, construction and surveying.
Pupils broke into small groups and had the
opportunity to speak to employers about
the work they do, how they got into their
JHYLLYZHUK[OLX\HSPÄJH[PVUZYLX\PYLKL[J
They also had the opportunity to handle
LX\PWTLU[HUK[VVSZPU]VS]LKPU]HYPV\Z
jobs. Some pupils even had time to interact
with a live Harris Hawk and Kestrel.
The employers involved commented on how
engaged and interested the pupils seemed
HUK[OLPU[LSSPNLU[X\LZ[PVUZ[OL`HZRLK
Mr Brady Careers Adivsor

In March 2018 Park Hall Sixth Formers, teachers and year 7 students got together
[VYHPZLV]LYMVY:WVY[9LSPLMI`[HRPUNWHY[PUHTPU\[L+HUJL[OVU
Btec Performing Arts
student Roxeanne Burke
choreographed a 30
minute Dance Routine
for participants to follow
– showcasing a range of
moves from ‘The Robot’ to
the ‘Moon walk’ and ‘The
Floss’.

Dancethon

Spirits were high as
our combined troop of
dancers embarked on
their challenge but after
20 minutes signs of
tiredness were beginning
to show. Thankfully, a
combination of team spirit,
youthful enthusiasm,
dynamic leadership and
inspirational choreography
saw us through to the
end – with students raising
money for an excellent
cause.
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Citizenship

;YPW[V
Parliament

0U5V]LTILY[^V[YPWZ[VVRWSHJL^P[OPU[OL*P[PaLUZOPWHUK
:VJPHS:JPLUJLZ+LWHY[TLU[;OLÄYZ[^HZVYNHUPZLKI`[OL@LHY
13 Government and Politics class. After independently writing a
letter to the Meriden MP Caroline Spelman, the class expressed
their interest in politics, and the desire to visit the Houses of
7HYSPHTLU[;OLÄ]LZ[\KLU[ZHSVUN^P[O[OLPYJSHZZ[LHJOLY
Miss Bartlett, took to the trains and visited Parliament, having
an exciting tour of the House of Commons, House of Lords, and
Westminster Hall. Finding out how Parliament works as you travel
through the Commons Chamber and the Lords Chamber, follow in
[OLMVV[Z[LWZVM[OL8\LLUH[[OL:[H[L6WLUPUNHUKILPUZWPYLK
by Westminster Hall which is almost 1000 years old.
Two weeks followed this trip, which saw a school wide
competition to visit the Houses of Parliament. The competition,
to create a British Values poster was open to all students, with 2
places from each year group, up for grabs. The competition buy
in was amazing. The amount of posters received by Form Tutors
HUK/LHKZVM@LHY^HZHZ[VUPZOPUNTHRPUN[OLKLJPZPVU[VÄUK
the best two, a hard one indeed. After much deliberation from the
Heads of Year, Erin Drew, Alice Heath, Poppy-Jo Christopher, Jake
Astley, Bethany Owen, Lily Coward, Humaira Mahmood, Anisa
Mirza, Connor Curtis and Chai Beach were picked out for their
amazing posters. They were all invited to attend the reward trip,
which saw the students visiting the House of Commons, Lords
HUK>LZ[TPUZ[LY;OL`[VVRWHY[PUX\LZ[PVUZHUKHUZ^LYZHUK
really showcased their desire to be part of politics today.
The two trips to Parliament were fantastic. The students
represented the school well, and really showcased the want and
importance of young people being involved with the Politics of
[VKH`(SSZ[\KLU[Z^LYLHJYLKP[[V[OLZJOVVS

Miss Bartlett Director of Social Science & Community
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